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Section I- Executive Summary: 
 
This report is intended to identify medium to long range potential community pool renovations and 
retrofit for possible future year-round option of Town of Canton, Mills Pond Aquatic Center, and (“Canton 
Aquatic Center”). The study includes programming and related operational tenets.  Mythic Sports Group’s 
(See Appendix L) responsibility is to evaluate the probable development, and operational cost to convert 
the current summer only asset into a year-round public health and recreation asset.  Included in the report 
is an evaluation of revenue strategies and pricing alternatives to cover the working costs and potentially 
offset conversion costs. 
 
The Town of Canton sits respectfully in the heart of the Farmington Valley, Hartford County, in a semi-
rural community surrounded by higher population density areas within its service area.   Canton sits 
squarely in the middle of a diverse swimming population and Local Swimming Committees (LSC) eager for 
better planned year round facilities.  

 
Bloomberg Report has recognized Canton as the “Best place to raise kids in Connecticut in 2013” with a 
population of 10,139 and a great school city score of 9.  The town in the heart of the affluent Farmington 
Valley is divided by the Farmington River, popular among kayakers and outdoor enthusiasts. It offers a 
treasure of New England history and Collinsville, a village within Canton, has been recognized for its 
“coolness,” as it’s transitioned from a factory town to millennial-friendly retreat.  Though the Canton Area 
is slowly transitioning into a younger community, pricing strategies must be considerate of less affluent 
and those seniors on fixed incomes as well as thoughtful of the surrounding area, small-town feel, parking 
and other local needs. 
 
The current Canton, Mills Pond Pool, is old and outdated and WILL require renovation and upgrades to 
serve the municipality moving forward.  This is a fact that can’t be avoided in the near future.  As a 
municipal park and recreation facility the Mills Pond Pool does a very good job of recuperating operational 
costs, nearly 60% is covered by membership and services, as compared to other municipal facilities, but as 
is the case with all municipal facilities of its age is in need of renovation and repair and encumbers its 
ability to be more successful.  The Parks and Recreation Department has done an excellent job of keeping 
the facility running and continues to provide new or enhanced services in its attempt to expand use. 
 
“Summer Only” community pools have some inherent flaws in that they serve the public for a short period 
of time, are weather reliant, and can offer only a limited amount of fee based programming. Much of this 
type of programming is better served during fall, spring and winter as it often competes with general 
recreation.  During the summer it would appear that there would be more time to allocate to planned 
youth programming but contrary to that fact , families schedules and vacations are often not conducive to 
scheduled class programs and adult community programming which can generate significant revenue to 
help support its community goals.  The best model for comparison is the municipal golf course which by 
itself, based on green fees, on average recovers 50-60% of its operating costs.  The programs, classes, pro 
shop and other ancillary support services pay more by those users wishing to participate more.   
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The feasibility study focuses on three conversion options for future planning contemplation: 

 

Option 1:  Adding a year-round structure that will allow for summer open air use without major facility 

modifications 

 

Option 2: Adding a Year-round structure allowing for summer open air use with modifications to existing 

pool structure (conversion into two pools for increased programming opportunities) 

 

Option 3: Adding a Year-Round structure allowing for summer open air use and replacing the existing pool 

with a modern, up-to-date facility allowing for all programming use. Other additions would include 

additional indoor space for cross-training, community space and complimentary wellness activities. 

Reasoning-Age of existing structure, possible short-term repair needs. Assumes the cost of renovation and 

retrofit may be as high as adding a new structure-  

 

The Feasibility is based on a number of key underlying assumptions.  Those assumptions are: 

 The conversion of the existing outdoor facility will comfortably be able to support all new 

operating expenses with a very high degree of confidence 

 That all stakeholders in the community will have the opportunity to utilize the pool at levels above 

today’s current operating level.  

 That there are multiple new revenue opportunities that will allow the pool to add income to the 

Parks and Recreation Budget with a high degree of confidence. 

 

On the revenue side, the new year-round facility will support new multiple programming opportunities to 

operate concurrently and more during the time of the year when people are starved for classes, programs, 

fitness and recreational opportunities. The revenue opportunities to the current CANTON community are: 

 

1. Expanded Competitive swimming opportunities allowing more people to participate at all levels 

(younger and older club members) 

2. Expanded  Camps and Clinics 

3. Expanded Membership Opportunities based on the local area  

4. Expanded  Rental Opportunities  

5. Expanded Learn to Swim Programs bringing younger families to the facility to teach their children 

water safety and how to swim  

6. New  Wellness and Rehabilitation Opportunities using the low impact benefits of a pool facility 

 

All of these programs assist in the promotion of both the swim programs and year-round membership.  

This new facility will bring in hundreds if not thousands of people to the Canton Aquatic Center, many on a 

regular basis.  This will allow the Canton Aquatic Center to generate noteworthy revenue.  

 

 There are approximately 70,452 individuals within 20 minutes driving distance who swim regularly 30 

days or more and 4,368 individuals who swim more than 52 times a year and whom make up the 

predictable aquatic center target market, of which we have identified 15% market penetration as likely 
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regular consumers to the facility. The detail Pro Forma, Operating Statements and assumptions are 

outlined in the various schedules which may be found in Section IX of the final report.   A summary of the 

five year pro forma, based on the assumptions and budgeted requirements needed to provide a quality 

facility with appropriate levels of programming, may be found below. The full Pro Forma is on page 44.   

 

Financial details can be found on pages 47-73.  (Includes cost of construction) 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stabilized Revenue and Expenses-Year 3

Current Option A Option B Option C

Revenues $75,640.00 978,294.00$          1,108,868.00$       1,503,938.00$           

Expenses $125,129.59 987,208.00$          1,032,631.00$       1,226,992.00$           

Operating Profit & Loss (49,489.59)$     (8,914.00)$             76,237.00$             276,946.00$              

% cost recovery less Capital Cost 60% 99% 107% 123%

PreliminaryCapital Construction Needs 1,870,000.00$      2,672,000.00$       4,376,000.00$           

Estimated annual capital cost/mill. $57,830.10 $86,745.15 $144,575.25 $242,886.42

Operating Profit and Loss with capital cost (49,489.59)$     (95,659.15)$           (68,338.25)$           34,059.58$                 

Daily Operating Cost $1,787.57 2,903.55$               3,037.15$               3,608.80$                   
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Section II-Overview 
Facility Overview 

 

The Town of Canton Mills Pond Pool is typical of many outdoor facilities built at the time.  A 50 meter, six 

lane pool, with a diving hopper ranging from 3.5’-12’deep is by today’s standards it woefully inadequate 

for many of its intended uses.  As a recreation facility it lacks the amenities needed to attract and retain 

membership and by competitive and training standards its ability is limited. 
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Pool Renovation or Replacement Options: Financial Assumptions can be found on Page 47 

Option A:  Repair existing pool, heat the entire pool not seperation.   

 

Option B:  Construct a permenant bulkhead seperating pool into two separate and distict program areas 

  
Option B Alternate:  Construct two bulkheads and reconfigure bottom to allow for zero entrance area 

effectively making 3 distinct program areas and supporting year round recreation and ADA Access, and 

wellness activities. 

  
Option C: Remove and replace esisting pool with new 50 meter by 25 yard training and comperition facility 

and add teaching facility seperately. See page 8. 
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Site Constraints: 

 

With Nearly 1.7 Acres of Parking, 9.7 acres of natural grass sports field/including 3 baseball diamonds, 

small playground and 4 tennis courts it’s hard to imagine that during the summer there’s much room for 

additional parking and there isn’t.  The year-round model does not anticipate more “regular” summer use 

impacting parking.  Parking is ample for spring, winter and fall as a year-round aquatic center. 
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Designed for Success: 

Option A: is the minimum required to warrant enclosing the facility year round. Clearly making the needed 

repairs, heating the existing pool as is and enclosing it for year-round use are the least requirements for 

the project.   

 

Options B:  Dividing into 2 separate pools by constructing a permanent bulkhead is well within the project 

parameters but will lack any serious competitive use other than training and development.  The lack of 

competition swimming does not need to be a liability.  There will be 12 Training lanes- 6 lanes of deep 

water and 6 shallow lanes “NO DIVING” (warmer water for younger athletes and developmental 

swimming). The restructures facility will allow for LTS during practice hours. 

 

Option B-Alternate:  This layout allows for multiple program areas, ADA Accessibility, zero entrance for 

Rehab and recreation.  There will be 9 Training lanes- 6 lanes of deep water and 3 shallow lanes “NO 

DIVING” (warmer water for younger athletes and developmental swimming. The restructures facility will 

allow for LTS during practice hours. 

 

Option C: Given the enclosure consideration for year round use and amount of pool repair, replacement 

should be at least considered. If replacement is considered then a regulation 50M x 25 yd. course must be 

considered. Competitive swimming can provide very good program revenue and keeps swimmers and 

families in a pipeline of regular facility us for many years.  If a total pool renovation is called for then 

Option C should get serious consideration.  The cost differential of remodeling the existing pool of similar 

size and a new appropriately sized competitive 50 meter pool may be negligible.  Given the competition 

and advanced training ability rental this may prove to be a good choice.  This option would require a 

separate warm water pool for program requirements. 

 

Option B: 
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B-Alt 
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General Facility Notes: 

“One pool many users” 

Programming precedes design and we strive to design facilities to meet the education, wellness and 

competitive needs in a single pool but it’s a challenging task.  All aquatic programming can be defined as 

either vertical (exercise) or horizontal (swimming) and requires varied temperature, access and depth.  For 

an aquatic center to be self-sustaining it’s important to evaluate the target audience, times of access, 

when targeted user groups can come, how many different programs can be done simultaneously and what 

the mixing of multiple programs looks like.  One way to look at the aquatic center is using the “windows of 

exercise” method looking at the pool area as a water gymnasium or a health and wellness center.  By 

designing a facility with the same program versatility of a health club a business plan begins to be based 

on educational classroom use, membership fees, monthly fees and special programs with separate costs.  

Even in a two pool complex meeting the ideal temperature needs of all the potential user groups is a 

trade-off, however can be overcome through a little compromise. 

 

 
 

“Facilities Operations” 

The aquatic center must be adaptable and integrate the business and management model to link all 

activities in all areas of sports, health, training, education and recreation. The facility must be 

commercially viable, one of the best centers in the region and use the newest technology to be 

operationally efficient.  The Aquatic Center must be open for its membership for 80% of its operating 

hours without interfering with educational curriculum.   

 

“Marketing and the Competition pool” 

A 50 meter pool complex (regardless of the special purpose pool) can be distorted as a competitive facility 

only.  Once the community realizes the pool offers health and wellness programs they will look at the pool 

with a totally different viewpoint. It will no longer be just for recreation or competition but rather, for 

valuable programs that are essential for living healthier lifestyles and provide programs that meet the 

needs of all ages and stages in the community maximizing its market share.  

>90 

degrees 

•Aquatic Therapy, Watsu,Ai Chi, Learn to swim for infants (indoor air 
temperature 84-86) 

87-90 

degrees 

•Aquatic therapy, Ai Chi, Learn to swim for youngsters (indoor air 
temperature 84-86) 

83-86 

degrees 

•Learn to Swim, moderate vertical exercise, water walking, low 
intensity lap swimming (indoor air temperature 84) 

<82 
degree 

•Competitive swimming and training, adult lap swimming, high intensity 
vertical exercise (indoor air temperature the same as water or slightly 
higher 
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During the design of the expanded Canton Aquatic Center planning for the “Special Equipment” required as 

well as the program based equipment is imperative” 

 

Starting Equipment Examples    Competitive Starting Blocks Examples 

 
 

Timing Equipment Examples     Scoreboard(s) Matrix/LED Examples 

  
 

Racing Lane lines Examples      Racing Flags 

 
 

Swimming Bulkhead Examples     Pool Covers 

 
 

Miscellaneous Equipment Examples 
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Learn to Swim and Windows of Exercise include upper body and stationary exercise, Deep water emersion/total 

body and lower body exercise, walking etc.  This pool is large enough for Warm up/cool down for long course 

competitive events. 

 

Why all kids must learn to swim 

 Approximately 10 people 

drown every day in the U.S. 

(Source: Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention 

(CDC)). 

 More than one in five fatal 

drowning victims are children 

younger than 14 (Source: 

CDC). 

 Drowning is also a silent killer—most young children who drowned in pools were last seen in the 

home, had been out of sight less than five minutes, and were in the care of one or both parents at 

the time (Source: Present P. Child Drowning study).  

 Participation in formal swimming lessons can reduce the risk of drowning by 88 percent among 

children aged one to four years. (Source: Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine 2009) 

 Seventy percent of African-American and sixty percent of Hispanic/Latino children cannot swim. 

(Source: National research study by the USA Swimming Foundation and the University of 

Memphis) 

 African-American children drown at a rate nearly three times higher than their Caucasian peers. 

(Source: CDC) 

 If a parent does not know how to swim, there is only a 13 percent chance that a child in that 

household will learn how to swim. (Source: National research study by the USA Swimming 

Foundation and the University of Memphis) 

 Learning to Swim is a gateway to developing healthy lifestyles 
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Sustaining an Aquatic Business: 

The study will concentrate on the many facets of the business strategy expanding on the current planning 

and the four pillars of sustainable aquatic facilities programming; Fitness, Competitive, Learn to Swim and 

Rehab. Sustaining an aquatic business into the four pillars will be the foundation of the new business plan 

and help focus the programming efforts.  Each Pillar is not equal in its ability to generate revenues 

however critical to the overall business plan and market penetration. 

 

The three key points of aquatic facilities program success are: 

1: Four programming pillars help create a sustainable aquatic facility. 

2: More profitable pillars help bear the weight of less profitable pillars. 

3: Within pillars, high priced , higher level services help support community level sevices. 

 

FOUR PILLARS:  

1. Support K-12 Programming and Expansion 

o Swim Classes 

o Swim Team 

o Water polo 

o Diving 

o Faculty Use 

o K-12 Safety  

o K-12 Competition 

o Sports Cross-Training 

 

2. Current and Expanded Competitive Use 

o Competitive Event Programming 

o USA Swimming Club Team competitive use 

o Camps and Clinics 

o Masters Team 

o Sports Performance 

 

3. Expanded Community Programming 

o Learn-to-Swim 

o Recreational 

o Youth and Adult Fitness 

o Early Childhood intervention (under 5) 

o MIFW (Medically Integrated Fitness and Wellness) 

o Continuum Programs for aging community 

 

4. Aquatic Therapy and Rehabilitation Services 

o Staff run and administered certified aquatic therapist 

o Medical professional tenancy, aquatic physical therapy  
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Value Received Pricing Structure: 

Aquatic program and service pricing is a victim of devastating government and public school entitlements.  

Outdated price methods include:  

 

Price Makers:                  Allowing the customer to pay whatever they think is a fair value 

Comparative Pricing:     Letting the other facilities in proximity dictate pricing.  This would normally    not 

be an issue excepting that most pools are already charging far less than the cost 

to maintain quality facilities and programs. 

Traditional Pricing:          Based on historic/past pricing propagated by the anxiety that you can lose     

existing customers or not attract new customers.   

Shared Funding Pricing:  Perhaps and most common and dangerous.  This is proliferated by tax revenue so 

user fees should be little or none.  This has led to poor maintenance and 

inadequate programs. 

 

The correct way to price services is value received pricing to establish rates based on cost, not just cost of 

programs but all operational costs.  To be successful we must manage or expenses wisely and continually 

look at our program dashboard critically making needed adjustments. 

 

About the current Mills Pond Pool: By the Numbers:  

(Provided by the Town of Canton Parks and Recreation Department) 

Daily Usage: 

 OAK Swim Team  0-25 

 Swim Camp   0-14 

 Swimming Lessons  40-84 

 Members/Guests  0-350 

 Duskie Dolphins  86 

 Total Daily Attendance:  126-559 

 

Recreation Total: 2435 persons  

Program Total: 549 persons  
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Section III-Vision Development 
 

The initial Feasibility Assessment Development work, helped developed a set of guiding principles for 

consideration. These resulted in developing a vision and mission for the Canton Aquatic Center. The 

guiding principles are as follows: 

 

 The Aquatic Community Center will be designed and programmed to serve people of all ages. 

 Other than special residential programming, No exclusive entitlement spaces will be separated in 

a manner that excludes others from using the space; this will maximize the productivity of space in 

the aquatic center 

 The pricing of programs will cover direct costs and not be subsidized.  

 The building will be programmed to create energy and consistently introduce people to the 

facility. 

 The pricing of the Aquatic Community Center will be to cover all operational costs and recover 

debt service costs. 

 The maintenance standards inside the building will always remain at the highest level of care to 

demonstrate quality to users and build pride in the school and Community 

 The Aquatic Community Center will be available to the public a minimum of 60 hours a week 

 

Program and Facility Service Philosophy 

 The program staff will balance the types of activities provided to serve all ages. No age segment 

will be left out of the opportunity to use the facility. 

 Programs will always be “Value Priced” but strive for affordability, and the facility will incorporate 

prime time and non-prime time prices. 

 All our programs, services and staff will embody a ‘Developing Champions in Life’ philosophy 

which will offer our participants the opportunity to; Develop skills for life, be the best they can be, 

develop healthy habits and develop social networks 

 

Staff Responsibilities 

 Our staff commitment is to be able to assist anyone at any time and help them with their 

development needs. 

 Our staff will be Innovative and look at new ways of doing things. 

 Effective team work and group functioning is vital to our success  

 We will collaborate with our stakeholders to improve programs and services 

 We will be Respectful and communicate openly and transparently 

 Staff will offer services to the public that reflect their demand 

 Staff will continue to improve our work place. All employees are encouraged to initiate 

Improvement to the facility 
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Customer Service Guideline 

 The customer service standards will be of the highest quality, and staff will treat adult and youth 

with the same level of customer care. 

 Legendary customer service – not just the best service but world class service that exceeds 

expectations. 

 Staff will be friendly, knowledgeable and provide a safe environment 

 Start with an attitude of gratitude to maintain customer satisfaction and market the facility 

 

Building Maintenance 

 Building maintenance is one of the most important components in marketing the facility, retaining 

customers and saving cost. 

 Staff needs to develop guidelines and standards for the following areas: 

o Staff cleaning responsibilities 

o Janitorial checklist 

o Regular maintenance of moveable equipment 

o Opening and closing procedures 

o Service expectations 

o Emergency procedures 

 
Marketing of the Aquatic Center 
Marketing for Aquatics and health and wellness centers is not like marketing for other businesses.  An 
aquatic center promises much more than just a product or a single service. It offers an opportunity for 
customers to fulfill a vision they have for their personal lives that includes safety, good health, fitness 
competitive training and success and most importantly personal achievement. 
 
The marketing of the Aquatic Center is critical to its success. The staff will need to develop a specific menu 
of programs/brochure on the facility itself that focuses on the operation, hours, prices, facility rental, etc. 
In addition, the Aquatic Center will need to be highlighted in the community through newspaper trade 
associations, swimming networks, ads, telephone listings, and through the local hotels. 
 
During construction of the new Canton Aquatic Center marketing will be easiest via a “word-of-mouth” 
early marketing campaign that targets the local market, current family members, municipal staff and 
competitive users. Early membership incentives will most probably fill the membership quota prior to 
opening.  Competitive programs will grow at accelerated rates once the new center comes on-line 
enabling the extra space.  Marketing the competitive programs success is paramount. Many potential 
users/members will be introduced to the new facility and programs through early competitions held at the 
Canton Aquatic Center. 
 
Learn-to-Swim Programs and community wellness programs will require not only marketing but 
education.  Partnering with health care providers, Health Maintenance Organization, Insurers, and 
business in the Primary Market are the least expensive tools at the beginning.  Local Advertising, direct 
marketing/direct mail will help fill in the mass market. 
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Marketing 101: 

 

Commitment to Customer Service precedes all Marketing efforts…to build Customer Loyalty; 

 Loyalty builds Retention 

 Marketing IS “everything that shows inside and out” 

 Referral Tracking is Key:  Organized Referral System in place! 

 Siblings, Friends, Multiple programs- 1 person INFLUENCES 4 others , Internal WOM methods are 

key 

 

Do something DIFFERENT so your customers will talk. Examples: 

 Offer Parties whenever you have pool time! Holiday parties 

 Free trial classes 

 Start a new program 

 FREE one hour field trips 

 Camps 1/2 off for a friend 1 x only 

 Daddy and daughter swim date 

 Double referral month 

 Fitness talks to K-4 classes 

 Friend day with a waiver 

 Bring in guest speakers 

 Host a local celebrity open house 

 Family Swim Night 

 Offer CPR classes for your parents 

 

Create Strategic Alliances 

 Local Water Safety Groups 

 Police/Fire Department and Emergency Services 

 Public and Private Schools, Day Care Organizations 

 Boys and Girls Scouts and similar Youth Groups 

 Church Groups 

 Partner with Make A Splash 

 

Other Marketing Initiatives: 

 Create a monthly or Quarterly Newsletter 

 Create a Website and keep it fresh 

 Brochure folder with information on your referral program 

 Editorial in the newspaper 

 Business card with free trial class 

 Encourage staff to wear uniforms in public 

 Hold a swim fundraiser for a local charity 
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Program Performance Measures 

 Program staff and facility management staff must operate in tandem, and their planning efforts 

must be seamless. Facility staff and program staff must develop and track customer service efforts 

through effective use of focus groups, customer comment cards, class evaluation forms, and 

yearly user surveys of members. This will ensure that they are always focused on the customer. 

Programs must be scheduled appropriately. This will be developed as an ongoing effort to manage 

and monitor capacity of the facility. Any programs that begin to drop off in participation should be 

reduced and or eliminated and replaced with new programs that are appropriate for the facility 

 Capacity management of the facility to achieve 65% capacity in first year of operations 

 Customer satisfaction levels obtained at 90% 

 Revenue-to-expense levels obtained as budgeted 

 Program retention at 80%-Swimming Programs relies heavily on keeping members through 

programs and services that adapt to age and ability.   

 Earned income development at 15 % of the operational cost of the building 

 Facility standards met 95% of the time 

 

Vision Statement: Sample 

 

“To develop an innovative sports, wellness and recreation for the residents of 

the Town of Canton and provide a diverse range of programs, events and 

recreational opportunities for the surrounding communities” 

 

Mission Statement: Sample 

 

“The mission of the Canton Aquatic Center is to provide a variety of quality 

educational, wellness, competitive and recreational experiences for people of all ages. The Aquatic Center 

will operate at a level that meets the needs of the residents now and in the future. The aquatic center will 

support the operating costs and ensuring maximum productivity and a reasonable profit for the facility. 

The operators will provide high levels of education and customer service while creating a positive and 

memorable experience.” 
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Section IV-The Feasibility Assessment Process Summary 
 

Primary Market: 

Mythic Sports Group (MSG) has evaluated the Primary Market area for the Canton Aquatic Center which 

encompasses a populace derived from a 10 mile or 20 minute drive radius of the Facility. This area 

produced 189,386 residents as the primary target market from which to draw the assumed patrons from.  

In addition, MSG evaluated the recreation trends in the targeted market to determine growth potential 

for the services provided in the facility. MSG also assessed other providers in the area as it applies to 

prices and amenities available to users of their facilities. Based on the limited competition in the market 

place, MSG established a 15% penetration rate in the primary market area or 70,452 from which to draw 

assumed patrons and a 5% secondary market or 15,233 patrons - whom may use the facility occasionally 

for developing a model for programmatic use.  For purposes of this report we are using the percent of 

people who swim regularly or 4,368.  Based on MSG’s work in other communities of similar size, and the 

limited competition in the market place, the 15% penetration rate, or market of 655, for primary users is 

used for regular new membership base. Summer Membership is calculated separately and based on 

historic averages, See Appendix B for more details.  This will require Canton to market and promote the 

community use time, sale of annual and monthly passes and daily use fees to make the facility meet the 

revenue goals desired.  

Markets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Extended Market-15Mile 

Primary Market-10Mile 

Immediate Market-5 Mile 
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Section V-Market and Demographic Assessment 
 

The Market Analysis is used to determine who are likely to be the users of the facility with in a twenty-

minute drive time or 10 Miles. This Analysis will provide the Town of Canton a clear understanding of the 

size of each age segment that is represented in the target Market area, their household income level, and 

discretionary income available.   Understanding age, gender and income characteristics in conjunction 

with aquatic trends generates likely consumer structures for programs and services beyond direct 

membership and competitive uses. 

 

Methodology 

Data used in this report was obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau and EASI, a national firm specializing in 

population projections and market trends. The most current demographic information available was 

utilized for this report.  The primary market area for this report is defined as all individuals residing within 

10 Mile Radius area of the Canton Aquatic Center. The extended marketing area for the proposed aquatic 

center encompasses a 15 Mile radius of the aquatic center including areas throughout Hartford and 

Litchfield Counties. 

 

Estimated swim Market Size in Town of Canton and 10 Mile Area* 

For total participants (1 day or more) 

Age National 
Participation 
Rate (2012) 
By age 

Immediate 
Market Area 
Town of 
Canton 

Immediate 
Market Size 

Primary 
Market Area 
Total 
Population* 
10 Miles 
 

Primary 
Market 
Estimated 
Market Size 

5-11       1,513 1,095 26,302 19,043 
12-18       913 540 17,147 10,151 
19-24       509 213 15,207   6,357 
25-34       805 338 10,138   4,258 
35-44       1,419 491 24,345   8,423 
45-54       1,891 461 34,098   8,320 
55-64       1,653 357 29,321   6,333 
65+ 
 

      1,610 208 
 

32,602 
 

  4,206 

Total    3,703  67,091 

Average number of Participation day/yr.          29.9         29.9 
Total Participation Days (units)       110,720                                                  2,006,020 
*includes Canton                  Source American Sports Data-EASI Demographics 
 
This graph does not equal actual hours or dollars but shows that in the markets reviewed there is enough 
“possible” swimming participation to justify aquatic programming.  3,703 people in Immediate Market 
area swim an average of 29.9 days annually. 67,091 people in the Primary Market Area swim an average of 
29.9 days annually.  It’s another way to check the total demographics, trending higher than we project and 
supporting programs and services. 
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Immediate Market Area  

The estimated current population of the immediate market (Town of Canton) is 10,313. This represents a 

1.0% increase from the 2010 census. Over the next five years, the population of the immediate market is 

expected to increase by an additional 1.3% to a projected size of nearly 10,451 residents. Females 

comprise slightly over half (52%) of the total population. The Town of Canton is a small community 

encompassing just under 25 square miles.  The primary market uses a maximum of a 20 minute drive time 

and is calculated at a 10 mile radius for a total population of 189,386.  Based on age distribution of 

population in the 10 mile radius primary market it is anticipated that 70,452 people will swim at facilities 

through the year. 

 

The total number of households in the community will increase at rates slightly higher than the total 

population. Currently there are an estimated 4,153 households in the Town of Canton, representing a 

0.07% increase from the 2010 census. The number of households is projected to increase an additional 

2.6% over the next five years to 2017. 

 

While the number of residents and households has experienced a slight growth since the last census, the 

average household size has slowly trended downward. In 2010, the average household size was 2.46. By 

2017, the average household size is expected to decrease slightly by 1.5% to a total of 2.41 individuals per 

household. This is consistent with the rest of the country. 

 

The immediate area shares some of the highest family and per capita income in the region with a median 

household income of approximately $112,529 and a per capita income of $45,550 suggesting availability 

of disposable income. The area is not diverse with 97% of the population being describes as white with an 

above average education.   

 

 
Females represent 57.1% of all frequent participants to swimming 

 

 

 10,451  

 4,398   4,945   4,954  

 4,406  
 5,347   5,359  

2000 2010 2012 2017

Total Population & By Gender 

Total Pop male female
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Demographic Summary 

 2000 2010 2012 2017 

     

Population 8,804 10,292 10,313 10,451 

Households 3,503 4,150 4,153 4,264 

Average HH Size  2.54 2.49 2.46 2.41 

Median Income $103,745 $110,745 $112,529  

Household Income Av. $111,367 $116,839 $119,432  

Household Income PC $43,845 $46,923 $48,550  

     

Source: US Census and EASI Demographics 

 

 
 

Extended Market Area: 15 Mile Service Area 

The extended market is calculated because a certain percentage of new customers will make the longer 
trip to avail themselves of the superior facility and services.  This includes families who come from areas 
outside the primary market as well as competitive clientele who will most certainly travel greater 
distances to participate. 
 
For purposes of this report we use the 15 mile radius plan however certain areas are well within the 
primary market by travel time, but outside the 10 mile radius. Part of the extended market profile exists in 
Litchfield County, Hartford, Bristol, Torrington and Winchester.  The 15 Mile radius plan on the extended 
market has a total population of 658,183 made up of 340,810 females and 317,373 males. 
 
The current population of 658,183 represents a 1% increase from the 2010 census. Over the next five 
years, the population of this market is expected to increase by an additional 2.7% to a projected size of 
nearly 676,229 residents. Females comprise slightly over half (52%) of the total population. 
 

23% 

13% 

32% 

32% 

Population By Age Segment 

Under 18 18-34 35-54 Over 55
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The total number of households in the extended market will increase at rates higher than the total 
population. Currently there are an estimated 258,071 households, representing a 1% increase from the 
2010 census. The number of households is projected to increase an additional 3.1% over the next five 
years to 266,099. 
 
While the number of residents and households has experienced a slight growth since the last census, the 
average household size has slowly trended downward. In 2010, the average household size was 2.34. By 
2013, the average household size is expected to decrease by 3.9% to a total of 2.00 individuals per 
household. This remains consistent with the rest of the country. 
 
 

 
Females represent 57.1% of all frequent participants 

 

Extended Market  

Hartford County and Litchfield County 15 Mile Demographic Summaries 

 2000 2010 2013 2018 

     

Population 632,843 655,682 658,183 676,229 

Households 247,893 257,404 258,071 266,099 

Average HH Size  2.55 2.54 2.7 2.52 

Median Income $79,649 $84,573 $85,405  

Household Income Av. $100,214 $102,462 $108,560  

Household Income PC $31,992 $32,003 $34,252  

     
Source: US Census and EASI Demographics 
 

676,229 

 310,093   314,727   317,373  

 322,750   340,955   340,810  

2000 2010 2013 2018

Total Population & By Gender 

Total Pop male female
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23% 

20% 

29% 

28% 

Population By Age Segment 

Under 18 18-34 35-54 Over 55

Age 6-11 Age 12-17 Age 18-34 Age 35-44 Age 45-54 Age 55-64
Age 65
and up

Population 79,291 87,943 89,512 123,421 136,186 170,183 155,361

Swim Participation 11,895 35,177 35,805 32,089 29,961 22,124 15,536

Part.% 15% 40% 40% 26% 22% 13% 10%

 -

 20,000

 40,000

 60,000

 80,000

 100,000

 120,000

 140,000

 160,000

 180,000

Swimming Participation by Age-Extended Market Area 
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Section VI-Aquatic Trends 
Swimming Participation 
 
Using the 2009-2010 study of Sports Participation, the following national participation trends were 
identified for swimming. General demographics of sport participants are also identified. Swimming 
participation in Connecticut and Hartford County mirrors national trends. 
 
Nearly four out of ten people (37.3%) in the United States, ages 6 and above, swim at least once per year. 
Nationally, the average swimmer swam 29.9 days during 2010.  Of all swimmers that swim at least once 
per year, 35.6% are under the age of 18. Not surprisingly, youth have the highest participation rates of all 
swimmers. Generally speaking, the older a person, the less likely he/she is to swim. 
 
Frequent swimmers, or those swimming 52 or more days per year, represent 6.2% of the national 
population. These are the individuals most likely to participate in swimming programs or purchase season 
passes to pools. Females represent 57.1% of all frequent participants. While the average age of frequent 
swimmers is 26, children under the age of 18 swim at the highest participation rates of all age groups 
(20.5% of kids age 6 through 11 and 11.2% of teens age 12 to 17). Youth comprise 51.6% of all frequent 
swimmers.  
 
The next largest age segment of frequent swimmers is adults age 35 to 44 (12.9%), who likely represent 
the parents of youth swimmers. The average household income of frequent participants is $66,500. 
Generally speaking, the higher the income of the household, the more likely a person is to be a frequent 
swimmer. 
 
Participation rates in swimming have remained steady over at least the past four years in which statistics 
were recorded by the study of Sports Participation. While there was a reported four-year decline of 6% in 
the total number of swimmers, this change was statistically a result of less facilities availability. With over 
93.5 million Americans swimming at least once during 2010, swimming remains the most popular sport 
activity in the United States. 
 
Swimming is unquestionably a lifetime sport. Swimmers, on average, have been swimming for 18.5 years. 
Beginners, or those that have been swimming one year or less, represent only 9.9% of all swimmers. 
Nearly one-third (28.3%) have been swimming for four to 11 years. 
 
Based on the current population of the immediate market, and national participation rates for swimming, 
there are approximately 52,292 swimmers in the Canton Community and vicinity that swim one or more 
days per year averaging nearly 30 days per year and 3,242.08 regular swimmers at more than 52 days per 
year.  When all of the extended market is considered, the number of swimmers in the market area 
increases to 245,688 or 15,233 people who swim regularly or 52 days or more annually. It is expected that 
a rejuvenated Canton Aquatic Center for program participation (non-regular use), can draw approximately 
3,242 regular swimming patrons annually.  Swimming participation in Hartford County area closely mirrors 
national trends. The new Canton Aquatic Center will draw from outlying areas for specific programs like 
Learn- to- Swim, competitive swimming and sports performance but “regular” attendance outside the 
primary service area will be insignificant due to the large geographic area tested. The Primary Service area 
is a 20 minute drive time at 35 MPH covering 3,242 regular swimmers (52 days or more) at a 15% market 
penetration. 
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Health and Wellness Market: 
Marketing the Canton Aquatic Center as a Health and Wellness Center is imperative and combining the 
aquatic programming with the dry land opportunities of the wellness center will help to support daily use 
and membership.  Swimming is the most popular recreational activity and though more people swim than 
attend health clubs that doesn’t equate to more usage.  Of course, learning to swim is paramount to 
regular participation in swimming as a primary wellness activity but learning to swim proficiently is more 
important.  
 
The popularity of fitness in the United States continues to grow.  Health Club memberships, an important 
indicator of interest in fitness, have experienced steady growth since at least 1990.  Average growth in this 
market has been approximately 8% annually and continues to grow even in these tough economic times.  
Between 2002-2010 the number of facilities nationwide has grew an average of 10% annually. 
 
Adults age 18-54 represent 70% of all health club membership and the greatest rate of growth for health 
club membership has been among adults 55 and older growing at 22.9%.  Adults age 18 to 54 represented 
70% of all health club members in 2009. The rate of growth in health club memberships was greatest 
among adults age 55 and above, growing 22.9% between the years 2008-2009. Young adults age 18 to 34 
also experienced a significant increase of 8.2%. Youth under the age of 18 was the only age segment to 
experience a decline in participation rates (3.4%) during this timeframe, although participation rates for 
youth are still up 12.3% since 2008. 

 

Estimated Health and Wellness market (Canton and Hartford County) 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

55+ 
19% 

<19 
12% 

20-34 
33% 

35-54 
36% 

U.S. Health Club Membership 

Age National 
Participation Rate 

(2012) 

Immediate Canton 
Estimated Market 

Size 

Primary -10Mile 
2012 Estimated 

Market Size 

Under 18         5,214 

19-34         8,438 

35-54           21,039 

55+ 
TOTAL 

    
100% 

    
2,531 

11,765 
46,456 
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The overall number of core fitness enthusiasts, individuals who participate in a fitness activity 100 or more 
days per year has remained fairly steady since 2009. In 2009, 58.9 million Americans age 6 and above were 
frequent exercisers. Growth in the number of frequent exercisers involved in strength training and 
cardiovascular equipment leveled off for the first time in more than a decade. The number of Americans 
involved in strength training two or more times per week grew 2.5% in 2009, compared to an average 
annual increase of 3.5% since 2008. Among frequent exercisers, strength training overtook the most 
popular forms of cardiovascular exercise in 2004, largely due to rising popularity among women and a 
parallel rise in the use of personal training services. 
 
 

Fitness Participation Trends in the U.S. (2010-11) 
Participants*(in thousands)            2008-2009   % change 

Free Weights (net)    48,261    6.3% 
Dumbbells      28,933   8.1% 
Hand Weights     28,453   5.1% 
Barbells      24,812   7.7% 
Treadmill Exercise     43,431   4.3% 
Stretching      38,367   0.6% 
Fitness Walking     37,981   4.2% 
Running/Jogging     35,866   2.9% 
Stationary Cycling (net)     29,083   1.3% 
Upright Bikes      17,403   0.5% 
Recumbent Bikes     10,217              18.1% 
Group Cycling/Spinning      6,135   4.4% 
Resistance Machines       2,848   7.3% 
Calisthenics      26,862   8.6% 
Abdominal Trainer     17,370   7.1% 
Aerobics (net) 1       6,046   5.3% 
-Low-Impact        9,286   7.4% 
- Step         8,336   2.4% 
- High-Impact        5,423              15.3% 
Fitness Swimming     14,542   5.0% 
Stair Climbing      14,251   5.7% 
Other Exercise to Music    13,540   3.5% 
Fitness Bicycling     11,153   3.6% 
Yoga/Tai Chi      11,106              14.0% 
Elliptical Motion Trainer    10,695              11.6% 
Home Gym Exercise        8,924   5.0% 
Rowing Machine       7,092   0.0% 
Aquatic Exercise        6,995              12.5% 
Martial Arts         5,996   0.1% 
Cardio Kickboxing        5,940              10.9% 
Pilates Training         4,671              91.7% 

* Age 6+ who participate at least once annually Source: American Sports Data, Inc. (2010) 
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Recreational Trends: 
The use of future recreation trends to anticipate programming or facility needs must be carefully weighed 
in relation to several factors. Present day trends and forecasts about future change need to be tempered 
by an understanding of the priorities and policies of current recreation service providers.  The five 
indicator areas relevant to the task of evaluating future demands are demographics, environment, 
technology, economics, and government.  
 
Demographics are one of the prime indicators of future recreational demand and interest is the forecast 
for demographic change. The aging of the baby boom generation is one of the most significant trends 
affecting outdoor recreation. Born in the period 1946 to 1964, baby boomers reached their peak numbers 
in the birth years 1955 to 1959, totaling 21 million people born in this time frame. After 1964, birth rates 
fell abruptly and did not rise again until after 1980, when the baby boomers became parents themselves.  
 
Because of improved health and fitness, as well as lifestyle changes from their parents’ generation, people 
are participating in recreation activities to older ages. People are also retiring at younger ages with 
relatively high disposable incomes. There is an increased demand for less active outdoor recreation 
pursuits and facilities (golf, walking, gardening, etc.). As the number of retiree’s increases, there will be 
more marginally fit recreation users, and more demand for mid-day recreation programs.  
 
Offering options to include dry land fitness programs to aquatic programming will boost membership and 

revenues. Developing a more diverse base of activities in one area Spring Summer and Fall will introduce 

aquatics into the daily routine of youths, adults and “seasoned” citizens will increase winter use and, if 

possible developing a small indoor fitness component to aquatic center will be a valuable and relatively 

inexpensive addition. 

 

From this Gym             to this Gym 

 
 

Swimming, which is becoming increasingly popular with older populations 

because of its relative low impact, if provided at earlier ages will continue to grow 

with the aging population as one of the top forms of fitness. 
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Section VII-Program Development 
 

Facility Hours (Common Areas & Aquatic Center) 
 
To be successful the facility should maintain 15 hours daily Monday-Saturday and 8 hours Sunday.  
98 program hours a week and 340 days a year.  Members only access, including Annual, monthly and 
punch membership enrollment can be allocated. Specialty class programs for daily users will require a 
valid government issued I.D. left with security or a 15/30 day punch pass pre-paid.   
 

Aquatic Center Core Services 

 

K-12 Education: 

Teaching swimming and water skills used to be a requirement of all educational facilities.  The educational 

benefits to CANTON students are numerous to develop lifelong skills and habits for wellness. Course 

curriculum includes, pre-school (mommy and me), Introduction to water skills, Fundamental aquatic skills, 

stroke development and advanced development, Lifesaving basics and advanced. 

 

Faculty Wellness: 

Developing health and wellness strategies to increase employee productivity, improve employee health 

and satisfaction while enhancing benefits and reducing costs. One way employers can use preventive 

health care is to initiate a staff member wellness program. This kind of program can do a lot to help 

employees look at their current lifestyle and see how that compares to what a healthful lifestyle looks like. 

Educating employees about what steps they can take to attain the goal of overall wellness is the main 

reason to establish a wellness program. 

  

When an employer starts a wellness program, they ought to see a marked reduction in healthcare costs. 

When a staff member is healthier, the corporation will see maximum staff member performance. Workers 

who are in top physical health will do better work and the corporation will benefit from this. An employee 

who takes wellness seriously, is less likely to take sick days, and less sick days equals a better quality of 

work. 

 

Learn to Swim: 

Learning to swim should be as much of a priority as learning to read! Both children and adults should have 

the opportunity to enjoy the water. If all communities take the necessary steps to drown-proof their 

children through comprehensive Learn- to- Swim programs, we can change the statistic that drowning is 

the 2nd major cause of adolescent deaths in most states.   

 

Aquatic Rehab and the Continuum: 

Aquatic Therapy is the fastest growing and one of the most popular and beneficial services offered.  We 

have the opportunity to be on the “cutting edge” of this programs growth.  Insurance will cover the cost of 

such services for a very short period of time – usually 30 to 45 days.  When patients are released they 

need a place to continue their water routines.  Warm water and professional guidance are keys to this 
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service. Those who cannot exercise on land now can be afforded the opportunity to change their life style 

and, through aquatics, begin a program that will eventually lead to a healthy lifestyle. 

 
Community Health & Wellness: 
Whether water walking, vertical exercising or swimming laps, exercise in the water promotes better health 
with reduced risk of injury.  Many community members simply cannot safely or comfortably exercise on 
land.  In the water the body can weigh up to 90% less than on land so a healthy lifestyle based on proper 
exercise is possible.  For the healthier person, cross training on land and in the water is a successful 
exercise option.  Aquatics will be the leader in helping to solve health issues relating to obesity and de-
conditioning problems”. 
 
Youth involvement on aquatic sports teams: 
After learning to swim, many children try competitive swimming, diving water polo and synchronized 
swimming.  Aquatic Sports offers physical development and benefits unmatched by any other activity. 
School Teams and clubs provide professional instruction and coaching to help children of all ages and 
abilities enjoy this life-long activity. 
 
Adult involvement on aquatic sports teams: 
The degree of training and amount of adults that take aquatic exercise and competition seriously has been 
on the rise for the last decade.  Masters athletic programs help adults improve their fitness through 
swimming and other aquatic sports. 
 
Youth aquatic recreation and exercise: 
Competitive swimming may not be for everyone. However youth exercise with professional program 
planning can help address fitness and obesity issues. 
 
Special needs population options: 
Professional aquatic intervention can truly be a life saver for special needs children ages “birth to five.” 
These children must have exercise to survive and specially designed Aquatic Programs sometimes are the 
only choice. 
 
Child development through Family activities: 
The cliché, “The family that plays together stays together” still has meaning. The water offers a medium all 
ages can enjoy together. 
 
Community Aquatic safety programs: 
Various water safety and water adaptation classes must be taught as a community goal. Community 
partnerships with local groups, businesses and organizations can be forged to promote safety and health 
& wellness education.  Possibilities include working with the local hospital for rehab options or partnering 
with the Boys & Girls Club or Scout Troops to teach aquatic skills.  In addition there are organizations that 
specialize in Diving, Synchro, Scuba, Water Polo, Masters Swimming, that offer valuable aquatic services 
and activities to the community.   
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Hosting Events: 
There are many opportunities for the aquatic facility to host events that have a 
positive economic impact on the community.   Whether the event is a dual 
meet or a championship competition, an aquatic workshop or a regional or 
national symposium, valuable business is brought to the community.  Motels, 
restaurants, theaters, malls, and other local businesses all benefit from the 
out-of-town visitors. 
 
Fitness is Nutrition & Exercise: (Separate or integrated with Windows of 

Exercise/Health Wellness Training.)  

Program is designed to educate individuals regarding Nutrition and Exercise.  
Empower a person to take charge of their life through exercise and nutrition.  
The target group is at risk individuals for diabetes or heart disease at least 30% 
over weight. The program objective is to teach how physical activity helps 
control weight.  Offer a program that includes strength training, aerobic, and 
flexibility training.  The program would be controlled in size to offer individual 
support that is needed to motivate someone to stay with something new. The 
F.I.N.E. will include classroom education from a Nutritionist, Cardiologist, 
Licensed Social Worker, and Certified Personal Trainer.  The water lab will give 
hands on instruction on how to start exercising and how to progress to the 
maintenance level.  In 12 weeks, the person will have the opportunity to 
progress to land exercise or continue to exercise in the water. 
 
Aquatic Therapy: 
The term Water Therapy or Aquatic Therapy is being used more and more 
when looking for new revenue streams.  This is a much needed community 
benefit; however, the model for this service needs to be understood. 

 Aquatic Physical Therapy:  Medicaid/Medicare or Insurance 
reimbursable services that are delivered by a licensed Physical 
Therapist at an inspected and approved facility. 

 Aquatic Exercise: Aquatic services that are “private pay” and that 
should be delivered by a professional with certification such as offered 
by the AEA (Aquatic Exercise Assoc.) 

 
The CANTON Aquatic Center business plan will mostly deal with Aquatic Exercise and 
transitioning clients from therapy to fitness however, the pool will be available for rent 
to certified therapists. 

 
Transitioning Clients from Therapy to the Fitness Continuum: 
The Business plan will identify the developmental issues with the special 
population they work with.  Both groups need to feel all the team members 
completely understand how to use the properties of water best to benefit the 
client to become independent.  This includes having knowledge and experience 
in the following areas.  
1. Aquatic Therapy Principles 
2. Hydrodynamics and Physiological Effects of Immersion 
3. Aquatic Neurorehabilitation Treatment Approaches 

a. land Based Approaches Adapted to the Aquatic environment 
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b. Watsu 
c. Bad Ragaz Ring Method 
d. Halliwick 
e. Task Oriented Approach  

4. Selection of Patients/Clients for the Aquatic Environment 
a. Safety, medical precautions 
b. Rationale for Choosing an Aquatic Environment 

5. Integrating Aquatic and Land Based Techniques into Complete 
Treatment Programs 

 
Coaching-Training-Motivating 
Aquatic Personal Training Session Includes Evaluation – designing of exercise 
program – teaching & training of exercises.  
Water Training: 

 Upper/Lower Body Strengthening 

 Trunk – Strengthening for the Back 

 Cardiovascular Conditioning for the Heart 

 Flexibility to improve the range of motion 

 Balance and Coordination 

 Sports Specific Strengthening 

 Posture and Alignment 

 Resistance training 

 Weight Loss  
 

Camps and Clinics: 

 Summer Youth Camps 

 Competitive Swim Camps and Clinics (specific to serious competitive 

athletes)  

 Other Competitive Aquatic Sports Camps 

 Special Needs Swim Camp-Adaptive Aquatics for Special Needs children 

 Scuba Camp 

 Summer Boot camp 

 

Recreational Use/Special use: 

 Open Swim 

 Boating Training 

 Obstacle 

 Adult and Youth Activity Games 

 Party Rental 

 Scuba 

 Fire/Police Training 
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Program Assumptions:  

Aquatic Center Use/Admissions, 100% Capacity 

Total Number of Constituents Reached by 20 minute Drive Time, 35 Mph 70,452 

Total Percent of Constituents Reached by 20 minute Drive Time, 35 Mph, that Participate 6.2% 

Total Number of Regular Constituents Reached by 20 minute Drive Time, 35 Mph, that Participate 4,368 

Total Number of new members reached by 20 minute Drive Time, 35 Mph, that CAA will serve 655 

 

Based on 100% Revenue Driver 

All Programs are not available in every option 

And program fees change according to options 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Membership: Year-Round

AdultDaily Pass 10.00$    

Adult Monthly  Pay Plan 45.00$    

Adult Annual Pass 395.00$  

Adult 15 Punch Pass P&W 55.00$    

Adult 30 PunchPass P&W 85.00$    

Youth/Teen 5-12 Daily 8.00$      

Youth/Teen Monthly Pay Plan 35.00$    

Youth/Teen  5-12 Annual 320.00$  

Youth/Teen 15 Punch 45.00$    

Youth/Teen 30 Punch 75.00$    

Family Plan *4 Monthly 95.00$    

Family Plan *4 Annual 975.00$  

Senior Citizen  Daily 7.00$      

Senior Citizen Monthly Pay Plan 35.00$    

Senior Citizen Annual 295.00$  

Senior Citizen 15 Punch 35.00$    

Senior Citizen 30 Punch 65.00$    

     Total YR annual membership

Summer Only Membership

Resident 130.00$  

Non-resident 180.00$  

Summer Only Individual

Resident 70.00$    

Non-Resident 90.00$    

Summer Camp Programs

Summer Community Programs

Water Rental:  

  Short Course Lane (8.5x75) 12.00$    

  Long Course Lane (8.5 x164) 25.00$    

  Long Course (Full Pool) 8 15.00$    

  Short Course (Half Pool) 8 10.00$    

  Misc Rental (Quarter Pool) 4 12.00$    

  Special Purpose Pool-Full 240.00$  

  Special Purpose Pool-half 160.00$  

  Aquatic Pool Parties (10 @ 2 Hr) 8.00$      

Competitive Programs 

Senior Swim Membership 125.00$  

Evening Age Group 3 Day 115.00$  

Evening Age Group 2 Day 110.00$  

Development Group 95.00$    

 Water Polo Club 135.00$  

  Masters Swimming Program 55.00$    

  Swim Clinics 65.00$    

  Private Stroke Training 95.00$    

  Sports Performance 135.00$  

  Swim Event Revenue 

  Misc Event Revenue

  Sponsorship

  Fundraising Activities 15000

Learn to Swim:

  Private Lessons 115.00$  

  Semi-Private Lessons 85.00$    

  Group Lessons 80.00$    

  Advanced LTS 65.00$    

  Parent and Me LTS 65.00$    

  Adult LTS 85.00$    

  Special Needs/DD 115.00$  

Programming Revenue-Wellness:

  Water Aerobics 35.00$    

  High Impact Water Aerobics 45.00$    

  Deep Water Training 55.00$    

  Water walking programs 35.00$    

  Total body exercise (Core Fit) 79.00$    

  Mind/Body Flex. Ai Chi 55.00$    

  Ai Chi Baby class 45.00$    

  Adult Boot Camp 195.00$  

  Youth Boot Camp 165.00$  

  Aquatic for Speical Needs 85.00$    

  FLOW   Obesity (Flex Lifestyle Wtr) 45.00$    

  FLOW Chronic Pain 45.00$    

  FLOW  Arthritis 45.00$    

  Water Rescue 320.00$  

  SCUBA 450.00$  

  Community Night Games 75.00$    

  Aquatic Rehabilitiation 300.00$  
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Section VIII-Recreation Service Provider Assessment 
List and Map-Appendix F 

This analysis provides the Town and Future Facility Managers with a clear picture of what are being 
offered by other service providers and at what level of pricing they are managing their services. This gives 
everyone a benchmark, but it should not be the only guiding principle. Consistent evaluations of annual 
passes, monthly passes, program fees and rental rates need to always be reviewed against other 
providers. The facility management team must manage by a true activity based costing model. 

 

Service Provider Benchmark Findings 
 

Many of the facilities in the surrounding communities attempt to provide some level of community 

programming or recreational use but do so on a very limited time basis and low cost due to lack of support 

and expertise.  The YMCA/Community Recreation centers in the region are providing a full gambit of 

aquatic and non-aquatic programs and recreation.  Notably the Farmington and rest of West Hartford 

YMCA branches and LA Fitness are our chief competitors from the local health and wellness market which 

is one reason the report assumes a smaller market share than normal. Westminster School is a chief 

competitor but does not offer as much programming during the normal school day.  Cornerstone Aquatic 

Center and Denis Malone are operating at a full spectrum of programming not unlike our plan. The Canton 

Aquatic Center Business Plan should not attempt to compete on the same level as the YMCA’s or LA 

Fitness but set itself apart as a more exclusive brand, providing a higher level and proficiency of services, 

especially in the learn to Swim market.  The Business plan is to teach swimming for a lifetime of fitness 

and respectfully keep these students and families in our business pipeline for many years. 

 

On the Event horizon, the universities offer the most competition however it is widely believed that there 

are not enough quality competitive facilities in the region at present.  Aquatic Events are important to this 

business plan and given the sheer sizes of Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey Swimming and 

Metropolitan Swimming there’s never enough quality events to attend. 
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Other Competitive Facilities: 

 

 

 

Westminster School Aquatic Center  

 
 

Farmington Valley YMCA 

 
 

Dennis Malone Aquatic Center- Bristol 

 
 

Cornerstone Aquatic Center-West Hartford  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

University of Hartford 

 

 

The Swim Center is located within Westminster School's new Athletic Complex which also 

houses the school's Fitness Center and Health Center. While use of the Fitness Center and 

Health Center is restricted to Westminster students and staff only, the school has generously 

chosen to share the pool with the surrounding community. The pool has eight 25-yard lanes 

ranging in depth from 4 feet to 12 feet under the dual one-meter diving boards. Four locker 

rooms (two for each gender) allow swimmers plenty of space while changing. 

 

 

  

 

 

Indoor 25 yard 8 lane pool typical of most YMCA’s with additional pool for warm 

ups/cool down and electronic timing. Separate Special Purpose pool for lessons and 

other programming.  The YMCA offer many additional services enhancing its 

membership capacities. 

25M x 25 YD Lap Pool - This 25-yard pool has eleven lanes of 79 degree water. The 

depth ranges from four feet to 13.5 feet in the diving well. 

Multi-Purpose pool: This pool's 86-degree water is perfect for a large variety of 

activities. The rectangular part of the pool offers six 25-yard lanes, and this pool also 

has a wide "zero-depth ramp" area which provides a walking entrance into the pool 

Hydrotherapy Pool: This oversized spa is filled with 102-degree water 

25m, 6 lanes, minimum depth 4’ to maximum 12ft depth, indoors, 81º - 82°F (27º - 

28°C) with one meter board open to the public and well planned programming 

services. Municipal Pool Bristol, CT 
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Other Connecticut Competitive Facilities 

University of Hartford 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wesleyan University  

 
Greenwich YMCA 

 
University of Connecticut 

 
Yale University 

 
 
 
 
 

8 Lane 25 Yard indoor pool for sports, intramural and community use and is part of 

the Reich Family Pavilion along with other amenities like indoor gymnasium, 

intramural gymnasium, wellness center and Chase Arena. 

The Freeman Athletic Center on the Wesleyan University campus is a 50 meters by 

25yards – providing eight 9’ wide lanes. The starting end of the pool is 14.5’ deep and 

gradually slopes to a depth of 8’ over most of the racing course. Colorado Timing 

System, touch pads and eight-lane score board quality timing system display of 

events. The competition course has been certified in accordance with 104.2.2C (4). 

The YMCA of Greenwich Pool is an 8-lane, 50-meter pool. Water depth at start end is: 
13 feet. Water depth at turn end is: 4 feet. The competition course has not been 
certified in accordance with 
104.2.2C (4). 

The Wolff-Zackin Pool is a 6-lane, 50 meter pool. There is seating for approximately 

500 spectators. The competition course has been certified in accordance with 

104.2.2c (4). The copy of such certification is on file with USA swimming. Water 

depth at the start end is 5', and 14’ at the turn end. 

The Yale Practice Pool is a 5 lane, 50 meter pool. 

Water depth at start end is 14 feet. Water depth at 

turn end is 4 feet. The competition course has not 

been certified in accordance with 104.2.2C (4). 

Seating is limited. Yale has one of the iconic short 

course venues in the country.  
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Section IX-Economic Impact 
See Appendix D: Economic Impact Calculation 
 

The purpose of this project is to programmatically serve the Town of Canton in developing a financially 

stable operation for community recreation, wellness and other programs that will serve its constituents.   

As a competitive facility, economic impact (direct or indirect) is not the projects main goal but 

understanding the impact yields helps support the municipalities model stewardship position in the 

Greater Hartford region. Spending habits of local, non-local and out-of-state users also impact fundraising, 

sponsorship and business partnership development. 

The economic development model draws approximately 40% of its users as athletes, about 50% as 

spectators and about 10% as coaches and officials.  Larger events have other categories included 

organizers, media etc.  The total direct economic impact to the region is calculated at $3,991,442 based on 

3,140 out of state competitive attendance and 6,280 non-local attendees utilizing just over 10,000 room 

nights in the region. Tax generated would be over $230,000 annually from 17 small to medium size  events 

held locally. 
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Section X-Financial Analysis 
 

Although the information and assumptions constitute a reasonable basis for preparation of the 

projections, the achievements of any financial projection may be affected by fluctuating economic 

conditions and is dependent upon the occurrence of future events that cannot be assured. Therefore, 

actual results may vary from the projections and such variations could be material. 

 

Using national averages for health, wellness, recreation and sports, MSG determined the size of the 

market and assumed a 15% market intrusion based on the strengths and weakness of the organization and 

current programs.  On the flip side, a weakness to the business plan in the relatively obscure location of 

the aquatic complex and lack of “other” fitness and wellness amenities on site. 

This project will capitalize on this trend and include many services as it relates to personal training, sports 

performance, fitness for the ageing, and serve family fitness. 

General Canton Aquatic Center Assumptions: 

 The Aquatic Center is approximately 30,000 sq. ft. in size with approximately 4,000 sq. ft. 

of multi-purpose space.  

 The pro forma budget will be based on 2013 dollar values 

 The Health and Aquatic Center will operate 6 days a week at 15 Hours a Day and 8 hours 

on Sunday.   

 The budget will be based on a market area within a 20 minute drive (normal for rural 

areas). Assumes a 10 mile radius 

 Salaries based on 2013 estimates  

 Facility will be closed for Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter as well as a minimum of two 

weeks for general maintenance. Approximately 340 operational day/year 

 Non-primetime programming will be introduces as a separate alternative “Windows of 

Exercise” at reduced monthly fees. 

 Group/Corporate rates will be offered 

 Full-time center employees will be on duty at all times 

 A facilities maintenance contract will be negotiated for major repairs 

 The Aquatic Center revenue capacity is projected to reach 100% capacity in 3 years 

The operating group (OG) will define the following policies before the facility is open: 

• Pricing philosophy and policy 
• Scheduling philosophy and priority 
• Program standards to manage buy 

o Manager 

o Program Director Registration/ 

o Admission/Office/Annual Pass 

o Facility Maintenance 

o Aquatics Fitness Sports Seniors 
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o Teens 

o General Program 

o –Life Guards 

o –Instructors 

o –Classes  

o –Clinics 

– Registration 

– Facility Scheduling 

– Marketing Staff 

– Custodial Maintenance 

– Grounds Maintenance 

– Aquatic Facility Manager 

– Food Service 

– Rental Groups 

• A registration procedure to follow for annual passes, monthly passes punch-passes and daily fees along 
with programs.                                             

• Budget development process 
• Monthly accounting procedures for revenues and expenses 
• Contract management policies  
• Building security policies 
• Marketing and communication policies for all partners to follow 
• Operational manuals for the, aquatic center, hospitality center, fitness facility and Swim School. 
• Customer feedback methods to be used by the staff 
• Insurance management and permits 
• Staff training requirements 
• Registration software to be used 
• Facility maintenance standards to be followed 
 
The Financial Analysis presents the Canton Aquatic Center operating statement, five year pro-forma, cash 
flow statement, and debt service schedule based on assumptions identified in Section I of this report. Each 
of these statements follows, with a complete presentation of all supporting schedules and statements in 
Appendix-A including: 
 
• Staffing Expenses 
• Contract and Commodity Expenses 
• Admissions 
• Rentals 
• Recreation Program and Customer Services 
• Operating Statement 
• Five year Pro Forma 
• Cash Flow Statement 
• Debt Service Schedule 
• Pro Forma by Program (Budgeting Tool) 
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Facility Hours “Health and Aquatics”       Abstract Scheduling Breakdown (see Note below*) 
 
Monday  6:00 AM-9:00 PM 
 
Tuesday  6:00 AM-9:00 PM 
 
Wednesday  6:00 AM-9:00 PM 
 
Thursday  6:00 AM-9:00 PM 
 
Friday   6:00 AM-9:00 PM 
 
Saturday 6:00 AM-9:00 PM 
 
Sunday   9:00 AM-5:00 PM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Scheduling in the year-round environment: A matter of priority and Trial and Error to find what fits 

where with local and non-local constituents. Having a multi-purpose pool allows for the needed 

flexibility to be successful. 

 
 

Understanding Aquatic Sports Events: 

Competition Swimming/Diving/Water Polo/Synchronized Swimming and Masters Swimming 

Competitive aquatic sports have the most expensive “field of play” to build, operate and maintain.  

Normal Swimming Field of Play configurations: 

 

8 or 10 Lane 25 Yard Course or (2x 8 Lane 25 Yard Course) - referred to as short course event 

8 or 10 Lane 25 Meter Course        -referred to as short course meters 

8 or 10 Lane 50 Meter Course (Olympic course)     -referred to as long course event 
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Water Polo “Field of Play” 

Standard (championship) course is 30m x 20m for men and 25m x 20m for women. The depth should be at 

least 1.8m however over 6 ft. is acceptable. Despite these regulations, many non-standard (smaller) 

courses are in use throughout the USA.  High School Water Polo typically plays the 25 yard course.   

 

 
 

Hosting Events: 

Swimming Events (USA Swimming and Masters Swimming) are participation sports and thus have varied 

charges associated but all comes down to “SPLASHES”, the number of swims per individual.  Sessions run 

up to 4 hours and a typical meet will run 4-5 session in a weekend.  Average meet size for Connecticut LSC 

sanctioned meets is approximately 450 athletes usually subject to size of course and time constraints. An 

average meet has over 2,700 splashes.  Average Splash fee in Connecticut Swimming is $4.50-$7 and relay 

splash fee of $10-14.  Time trial fee averages $10 per splash. Other charges include pool surcharges per 

athlete, Spectator charges from $3-$8 per session and meet programs. 

 

 

 

From a program point of 

view Access, Temperature 

and Depth is the driver.  

CAC without modification 

will require heating to 

accommodate the wellness 

and LTS programming  
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For registration year 2012, CSI had 5,569 registered athletes, 302 coaches, 294 officials, 
and 88 other non-athlete volunteers. CSI has 62 members clubs ranging in size from less 
than 20 athletes to over 300 athletes. CSI has swimmers of all ages and abilities from 
novice to Olympic Trial finalists. CSI member athletes, coaches, and volunteers are 
involved at all levels of participation in CSI, as well as in USA Swimming. 

 
Connecticut Fees for SANCTIONED MEETS 

Connecticut Swimming, Inc. imposes a $150.00 Sanction Fee for each meet accepted. This fee is 

refundable according to the following schedule. Fifty dollar ($50) refund if the meet announcement and 

meet file (.mt6 or .hyv) are received (via email attachment) in the CSI office according to the schedule 

shown below. If the announcement and meet file are not received in accordance with the schedule, the 

$50 is forfeited. If the announcement is typed (or retyped) in the CSI Office or the meet file created, the 

$50 is forfeited. The remaining $100 will be refunded to the sponsoring team upon completion of the 

following within 14 days of the meet: 

 

1. Submittal to participating clubs the electronic meet results. Paper results are to be mailed to clubs upon 

request. These results must be in the proper format as outlined on the Results Checklist. 

2. Submittal to CSI office the meet database backup file (zipped) via email attachment. 

3. Submittal to CSI office of the Meet Director Report Online. 

4. Submittal to CSI office of the Meet Surcharge Report Online 

5. Payment of surcharge payable to CT Swimming. 

6. Submittal to CSI office of the Meet Evaluation Forms. 

 

Hosting events can be very burdensome on club parents and volunteers so it’s important not to overtax 

the group with too many team hosted sanctioned events.  Once the volunteers are adept at it teams can 

save travel time away from home pool and parents additional costs of traveling to and from events. This 

report currently assumes 12 short course meets and 5 “long course” meets as a maximum number of 

hosted sanctioned meets.  This report does not assume any “major” LSC or regional championship meets 

for purposes of financial assumptions. 

 

Water Polo: 

Water Polo is usually divided into male and female age division; 18 and under, 16 and under and 14 and 

under division.  There is male and female Masters Water Polo Divisions as well as Mixed Water Polo. 

Formats include Dual matches and tournaments.  

 

Diving: 

Diving is a difficult sport to budget as it requires a minimum of 4 lanes dedicated to a relatively small 

group.  That being said diving can be one of the most exciting events to spectate.  It is believed to 

accommodate High School competitive needs we can only focus on 1M springboard diving.   

 

Masters Swimming:  Connecticut Masters Swimming LMSC 

CMS boundaries encompass all of the state of Connecticut and are one of the fastest growing adult 

training and competition organizations in Connecticut. 
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Estimated Construction Needs: 
This feasibility was commissioned to look at programming options for the Town of Canton, Mills 
Pond Pool assuming it had the future ability to operate year-round.  Other mitigating factors 
include, pool renovations, retrofit or replacement options and related estimated construction 
costs and operational influence. 
 
It is not the intention of Mythic sports to assume a course of action but show as many future 
options possible and there related Operations, Maintenance and Revenue potentials. 
 
Summary:   

 Repairing the existing pool, covering the facility with open air options for summer use as 

well as renovating and adding needed support spaces will make the facility self-supportive 

but has program limitation. 

 Dividing the pool into two separate pools allowing for multiple temperatures will help 

support not only operations but construction costs. 

 If replacing the aging pool is a consideration it is recommended that the replacement be a 

regulation size 50M pool allowing for more competitive use, lane rental fees and events 

positively impacting the community. Adding the separate special needs pool will be 

required to allow for the temperature, depth and access needs and support an overall 

wellness and recreation plan. 

Building Modifications: Regardless of option decided on the existing pool house 

would require modification for winterization and code compliance.  Below is an 

example (areas with “X”) of additions and sensible modifications.  
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Option A: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Repair Pool and Cover for year-round use Cost 

Repair Building/Pool $490,000 
Add Locker Space/Building Addition $221,000 
Add New Filter Room/Filtration $210,000 
Building Enclosure Delivered Installed $567,000 
Sprinkler/Mechanical (if Needed) $210,160 
Lighting Included 

Ventilation Included 

Soft Cost $83,000 
Sub-Total 
 

$1,781,000 

Contingency $89050 
 

Total $1,870,050 
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Option B: Divide Pool into TWO (2) distinct areas for multiple temperatures and use. (2 x 25 

yard pools or 1 25yd pool and 1 25M pool) 

 
 

 

Option B: Add/Alternate Pool Remodel 
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                   Repair and Convert Pool into two pools and Cover for year-round use. 

Item Cost 
  
Repair Building/Remodel $490,000 
Add Locker Space Building Additions $221,000 
Add/Alt New Building Addition All-Purpose Room $178,000 
Reconfigure Pool 1: 2 x 25 yd. pools $741,250 
Add/Alt Reconfigure Pool 2 + Zero Entrance $885,000 
Building Enclosure 567,000 
Ventilation Included 
Sprinkler/Mechanical if needed $210,160 
Lighting Incl. 
Total Reconfigure 1 $2,407,410 
Contingency 5% $120,371 
  
Total Reconfigure Pool 1: $2,527,781 

Total Reconfigure Pool 2 Add/Alt $2,671,531 
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Option C:  If replacement is an option.  Recommend replacing the existing pool with a 

competitive course 50M x 25Yds with Bulkhead to accommodate all revenue siloes available.  

Important note:  A competitive pool of this nature would require a separate warm water pool to 

handle the diversity of programs and services 
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Replace Pool and Cover for year-round use. 

Item Cost 
  
Repair Building/Wellness/Locker $389,500 
New Pool Addition 50M x 25YD $1,543,750 
Deck Work $107,450 
Building Enclosure $1,036,750 
Mechanical $527,800 
Lighting  Incl. 
Ventilation  Incl. 
New Wellness/Special Needs Pool $447,500 
 $4,052,750 
Soft Cost +3 $120,371 
Contingency+5 $202,638 

Total $4,375,759 
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Operational Assumptions: 

 
The Feasibility Assessment focused on developing a clear set of assumptions on how the facility will be 
operated, maintained and to what level of cost recover the facility was capable of producing to offset 
operational cost and capital costs. The Feasibility Assessment focus is to determine operating costs and 
revenue streams from all cost centers in the Aquatic Center. This included developing a very specific 
operational budget and a pricing strategy to meet the outcomes desired. It also included evaluating the 
market and evaluating other service providers in the area. 
 
The Business Plan components included: a vision and mission for the facility; facility management and 
staffing requirements; policies on use; scheduling; marketing; program development; setting standards 
and performance measures. The pro forma includes schedules summarizing the expenditures, revenues, 
operating statement, debt service and cash flow. The notes and assumptions set forth in the Feasibility 
and Business Plan Study are integral to the analysis and conclusions stated in the pro forma. 
 
These notes and assumptions should be carefully read and considered when reviewing the schedules. 
These projections are based on Mythic Sports assumptions concerning future events and circumstances. 
Although the information and assumptions constitute a reasonable basis for preparation of the 
projections, the achievements of any financial projection may be affected by fluctuating economic 
conditions and is dependent upon the occurrence of future events that cannot be assured. Therefore, 
actual results may vary from the projections and such variations could be material. The assumptions in the 
Feasibility Assessment help the towns staff understand how the five year pro-forma was developed and 
how the facility will be managed. This allows the municipality to change the assumptions in the future and 
determine the impact that those changes will have on the operational budget or on the users of the 
facility. The assumptions for the Canton Aquatic Center that were used for the Feasibility and Business 
Plan Study are as follows: 
 

Staffing: Assumes part-time staff additions for programming, part-time lifeguard staff and needed 

maintenance and operational personnel to maintain the facility at the highest level. This may already be 

accounted for in existing municipal budget. 

 

Contractual Services: Service contracts for utilities, chemical, office equipment, outside maintenance  

 

Commodities:  A commodity is a product, service or goods  

 

There are many ways to treat programs and membership.  Individual class fees exclusive of membership or 

more simply charging for 15/30 day punch passes and a one-time registration fee.  This will become more 

evident if the Town of Canton chooses to set up programs with a third party operator and share in the 

revenue or provide all necessary staffing in-house.   

 

Hours of operation can severely hinder assumptions.  This plan currently assumes open access to the 

facility by its members.  Open (walk-in) fitness and aquatics will have some limitations. 
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Benchmarking O & M    

Benchmarking Your Utility and other Operational Costs: Appendix D 

 
Surprisingly, given a natatorium is a large operation and maintenance liability, 
whether accidental or by design, there has not been a lot of good data 
regarding Operations and Maintenance values for indoor aquatic centers.  
MSG has reviewed data through the years that shows little consistency or 
accuracy because of lack active monitoring and benchmarking.  In general 
utility use is prioritized by electrical consumption, gas, water, chemical and 
other utilities like phones etc.  In some indoor pools gas and electric 
requirements flip due to several factors such as climate, activity use and 
whether HVAC equipment is used.   
 

Except for staffing, utility costs are usually the largest single expense component for facilities. Facility 
Managers can have significant impacts on their operating costs by understanding how they are performing 
relative to others and what opportunities exist to reduce or control utility costs. The information needed 
to benchmark is; cost of utilities: electric, gas, water, sewer, steam, etc., utility consumption rates and 
facility areas normalized by types of space and function. 
 
The feasibility report utilizes “benchmarking” of private and public K-12 operations, municipal pools and 
university facilities to look at historical averages of assumption to create a formula to predict planned 
facilities costs.  We have also reviewed Town of Canton documentation for its overall facilities operations.  
This coupled with Mythic Sports professionals extensive experience in working with hundreds of facilities 
nationally we can make educated assumption based on normalized conditions, size, activity factors, water 
volume for consumption. 
 
Proper planning, design and engineering will support improved 
technology to reduce costs in the facility. More efficient lighting, 
low consumption water filtration, controlling evaporative loss, 
installation of variable frequency drives, installation of energy 
efficient chillers and high efficiency motors will reduce operational 
costs. 
 
In the future, benchmarking using exacting data, and designing an 
Operational program, matrix and monitoring plan will  provides a 
good look at what the facility is doing and allow a good comparison 
of what others are accomplishing helping to identify and 
incorporate best practices, and prioritize your efforts. 

 

Currently the Town of Canton spends an estimated $60,000, excluding staff, on the operations and 

maintenance of the existing, aging pool for approximately 12-15 weeks based on Town of Canton staff 

input.  The new facility will cost approximately $270,000 to operate and maintain under current program 

requirements excluding personnel.  Without difficulty, additional programming will support the change in 

operational tenets.  
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Operating Statement:   
Operations and Maintenance Expenses:  These costs have been based on the assumption that the pool will 

operate at the full revenue capacity as outlined in the plan by year 3 of operations.  Revenue will ramp up from 

65% in year one, 85% in year two and 100% in year three.  Expenses will ramp up more quickly at 85% year one, 

95% year two and 100% in year three.   

 

Option A 
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Option B 

 
 

 

All Expenses are based on current revenue (stabilized) projections.  A portion of expenses are

variable or stepped variable costs based on usage

                                                      Building SF        Water Area   Est. Const. Cost 30

37,000 16,250 4,376,000$            145,867$                   

Aquatic and Fitness Center Option C sf/x

Operations and Maintenance Expenses

Staffing: 

  Aquatic Director (FT) 42,550.00$            1.15$                       

  Aquatic Manager (FT) 31,450.00$            0.85$                       

  Coaching Staff -$                         

  Program Coordinator (FT) 31,000.00$            0.84$                       

  Maintenance (FT) 35,150.00$            0.95$                       

  Custodial (FT) 49,210.00$            1.33$                       

  Lifeguards/Instructors (PT) 153,662.10$         4.15$                       

  Benefits@.20 37,872.00$            1.02$                       20%

  Program  Op tech (PT) @7%Prog. Rev. 102,441.40$         2.77$                       

                                                       483,335.49$             

Contractual Services:

  Pool Utilities -Electric                     53,332.80$            0.75

  Pool Utilities -Gas                             31,450.00$            0.85

  Pool Utilities-Water                       18,500.00$            0.5

  Pool Utilities-Chem./Supp. 37,740.00$            1.02

  Office Equipment                               8,510.00$              0.23

  Equipment Maintenance                 24,050.00$            0.65

  Building Maintenance                       16,650.00$            0.45

  Grounds Maintenance                      6,660.00$              0.28

  Outside Maintenance Contracts                     9,250.00$              0.25

                                                         206,142.80$             

Commodities:

  Custodial Supplies 8,510.00$              0.23$                       

  Building Maintenance Supplies 12,950.00$            0.35$                       

  Educational Material 2,960.00$              0.08$                       

  Dues/Certifications/Subscriptions 3,700.00$              0.10$                       

  Uniforms 1,850.00$              0.05$                       

  Insurance                                         2200/m 9,250.00$              0.25$                       

  Office Supplies 6,660.00$              0.18$                       

  Marketing Literature/Advertising 7,400.00$              0.20$                       

  Travel (transp./Room/F&B/Misc.) 4,636.00$              0.13$                       

  Program Supplies 3,700.00$              0.10$                       

                                      Total Commodities 61,616.00$               

  Maintenance Reserve/Replacement 72,933.33$            1.97$                       

Total Commodities Plus Maint. Reserve 134,549.33$             

TOTAL O & M Expenses 751,094.29$             

With Maintenance Reserve 824,027.63$             
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Option C:  

 

All Expenses are based on current revenue (stabilized) projections.  A portion of expenses are

variable or stepped variable costs based on usage

                                                      Building SF        Water Area   Est. Const. Cost 30

37,000 16,250 4,376,000$            145,867$                   

Aquatic and Fitness Center Option C sf/x

Operations and Maintenance Expenses

Staffing: 

  Aquatic Director (FT) 57,350.00$            1.55$                       

  Aquatic Manager (FT) 38,850.00$            1.05$                       

  Coaching Staff 139,080.00$         3.76$                       

  Program Coordinator (FT) 31,000.00$            0.84$                       

  Maintenance (FT) 35,150.00$            0.95$                       

  Custodial (FT) 49,210.00$            1.33$                       

  Lifeguards/Instructors (PT) 154,157.10$         4.17$                       

  Benefits@.20 70,128.00$            1.90$                       20%

  Program  Op tech (PT) @7%Prog. Rev. 102,771.40$         2.78$                       

                                                       677,696.49$             

Contractual Services:

  Pool Utilities -Electric                     53,332.80$            0.75

  Pool Utilities -Gas                             31,450.00$            0.85

  Pool Utilities-Water                       18,500.00$            0.5

  Pool Utilities-Chem./Supp. 37,740.00$            1.02

  Office Equipment                               8,510.00$              0.23

  Equipment Maintenance                 24,050.00$            0.65

  Building Maintenance                       16,650.00$            0.45

  Grounds Maintenance                      6,660.00$              0.28

  Outside Maintenance Contracts                     9,250.00$              0.25

                                                         206,142.80$             

Commodities:

  Custodial Supplies 8,510.00$              0.23$                       

  Building Maintenance Supplies 12,950.00$            0.35$                       

  Educational Material 2,960.00$              0.08$                       

  Dues/Certifications/Subscriptions 3,700.00$              0.10$                       

  Uniforms 1,850.00$              0.05$                       

  Insurance                                         2200/m 9,250.00$              0.25$                       

  Office Supplies 6,660.00$              0.18$                       

  Marketing Literature/Advertising 7,400.00$              0.20$                       

  Travel (transp./Room/F&B/Misc.) 4,636.00$              0.13$                       

  Program Supplies 3,700.00$              0.10$                       

                                      Total Commodities 61,616.00$               

  Maintenance Reserve/Replacement 72,933.33$            1.97$                       

Total Commodities Plus Maint. Reserve 134,549.33$             

TOTAL O & M Expenses 945,455.29$             

With Maintenance Reserve 1,018,388.63$         
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REVENUE ASSUMPTION NOTES:  

 

Operations and Maintenance Revenues: 100% Operational Capacity, NEW POOL YEAR-ROUND 

 

The 100% Revenue Driver is the base model for programming assuming little competition, ease of access 

from surrounding areas and demographical data.  Also assumes a regional support model in lieu of local 

for operations. Pro Forma Revenues for the Canton Area are adjusted as follows: 

 

Option A:  

The Facility operates at an average of approximately 60% revenue driver of the total possible revenue 

based on design of the facility and limitations. 

 

Option B:  

The Facility operates at approximately 70% revenue driver of the total possible revenue based on design 

of the facility. 

 

Option C: 

This Facility operates at 80% revenue driver of the total possible revenue based on design of a new 

modern competitive facility. 

 

Expenses are partially driven by revenue: In the form of Variable cost of Programs 
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100% REVENUE ASSUMPTION: Assumption is best case scenario based on region, demographics, 

spending habits and limited competition 

 

 

Aquatic and Fitness Center Units/Av Class Mult/ Price FQ/HR Gross Rev Net Rev

Operations and Maintenance Revenues NPR Not incl Fixed Cost Less Variable Cost

Membership: Year-Round 655                       Daily Passes are calculated seperately

AdultDaily Pass 1815 18% 10.00$    12 18,147.02$                18,147.02$                         

Adult Monthly  Pay Plan 39 6% 45.00$    12 21,228.47$                21,228.47$                         

Adult Annual Pass 79 12% 395.00$  1 31,056.47$                31,056.47$                         

Adult 15 Punch Pass P&W 52 8% 55.00$    12 34,594.55$                34,594.55$                         

Adult 30 PunchPass P&W 26 4% 85.00$    6 13,366.08$                13,366.08$                         

Youth/Teen 5-12 Daily 865 11% 8.00$      12 6,918.91$                   6,918.91$                           

Youth/Teen Monthly Pay Plan 33 5% 35.00$    12 13,759.20$                13,759.20$                         

Youth/Teen  5-12 Annual 39 6% 320.00$  1 12,579.84$                12,579.84$                         

Youth/Teen 15 Punch 79 12% 45.00$    12 42,456.95$                42,456.95$                         

Youth/Teen 30 Punch 20 3% 75.00$    6 8,845.20$                   8,845.20$                           

Family Plan *4 Monthly 52 8% 95.00$    12 59,754.22$                59,754.22$                         

Family Plan *4 Annual 39 6% 975.00$  1 38,329.19$                38,329.19$                         

Senior Citizen  Daily 479 14% 7.00$      12 3,353.00$                   3,353.00$                           

Senior Citizen Monthly Pay Plan 52 8% 35.00$    12 22,014.71$                22,014.71$                         

Senior Citizen Annual 33 5% 295.00$  1 9,664.20$                   9,664.20$                           

Senior Citizen 15 Punch 46 7% 35.00$    12 19,262.87$                19,262.87$                         

Senior Citizen 30 Punch 66 10% 65.00$    6 25,552.79$                25,552.79$                         

     Total YR annual membership 655 100% 380,883.67$              380,883.67$                      

Summer Only Membership

Family Resident 816 21,932.58$                         

Non-resident 436 9,399.68$                           

Summer Only Individual

Resident 45 4,949.70$                           

Non-Resident 30 2,121.30$                           

Summer Camp Programs 1 -$                                     

Summer Community Programs 1 19,083.58$                         

Learn To Swim Summer Prog 1 19,025.00$                         

Total Summer Only Members 1327 76,511.83$                         

Water Rental:  Min Rent

  Short Course Lane (8.5x75) 1 1 12.00$    12.00$                    260 3,120.00$                   3,120.00$                           

  Long Course Lane (8.5 x164) 1 1 25.00$    25.00$                    220 5,500.00$                   5,500.00$                           

  Long Course (Full Pool) 8 1 4 15.00$    480.00$                  200 96,000.00$                96,000.00$                         

  Short Course (Half Pool) 8 1 2 10.00$    160.00$                  320 51,200.00$                51,200.00$                         

  Misc Rental (Quarter Pool) 4 1 1 12.00$    48.00$                    100 4,800.00$                   4,800.00$                           

  Special Purpose Pool-Full 1 2 240.00$  30 7,200.00$                   7,200.00$                           

  Special Purpose Pool-half 1 1 160.00$  68 10,880.00$                10,880.00$                         

  Aquatic Pool Parties (10 @ 2 Hr) 20 165$      8.00$      160.00$                  20 6,500.00$                   6,500.00$                           

1218 185,200.00$              185,200.00$                      

Competitive Programs 

Senior Swim Membership 125 125.00$  12 187,500.00$              187,500.00$                      

Evening Age Group 3 Day 85 115.00$  2 19,550.00$                19,550.00$                         

Evening Age Group 2 Day 65 110.00$  2 14,300.00$                14,300.00$                         

Development Group 55 95.00$    2 10,450.00$                10,450.00$                         

 Water Polo Club 50 135.00$  6 40,500.00$                40,500.00$                         

  Masters Swimming Program 60 55.00$    12 39,600.00$                39,600.00$                         

  Swim Clinics 30 65.00$    1,950.00$              4 7,800.00$                   7,800.00$                           

  Private Stroke Training 1 95.00$    85.00$                    80 6,800.00$                   6,800.00$                           

  Sports Performance 10 135.00$  1,350.00$              4 5,400.00$                   5,400.00$                           

  Swim Event Revenue 11,400.00$            17 193,800.00$              193,800.00$                      

  Misc Event Revenue 4,400.00$              17 74,800.00$                74,800.00$                         

  Sponsorship 1 10% 193,800.00$         19,380.00$                19,380.00$                         

  Fundraising Activities 2 15000 30,000.00$                30,000.00$                         

649,880.00$              649,880.00$                      
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 Certain programs expenses are accounted for in staffing requirements under Lifeguard/instructor, aquatic 

manager and program technicians.   

 Some programs will require other part-time employment (swim team members etc.) or be run under an 

instructor agreement.  Revenues have been adjusted by percentage. 

 Total Membership does not include walk-in visitors. 

 

 

 

Learn to Swim: 100%

  Private Lessons 1 0.6 115.00$  115.00$                  220 25,300.00$                15,180.00$                         25,300.00$                              

  Semi-Private Lessons 4 0.6 85.00$    340.00$                  160 54,400.00$                32,640.00$                         54,400.00$                              

  Group Lessons 10 0.6 80.00$    800.00$                  165 132,000.00$              79,200.00$                         132,000.00$                            

  Advanced LTS 15 0.4 65.00$    975.00$                  140 136,500.00$              54,600.00$                         136,500.00$                            

  Parent and Me LTS 10 1 65.00$    650.00$                  50 32,500.00$                32,500.00$                         32,500.00$                              

  Adult LTS 8 0.6 85.00$    680.00$                  50 34,000.00$                20,400.00$                         34,000.00$                              

  Special Needs/DD 1 1 115.00$  115.00$                  40 4,600.00$                   4,600.00$                           4,600.00$                                 

       Average Unit Price 87.14$    825.00 419,300.00$              239,120.00$                      419,300.00$                            

Programming Revenue-Wellness: 100%

  Water Aerobics 15 35.00$    525.00$                  24 12,600.00$                12,600.00$                         12,600.00$                              

  High Impact Water Aerobics 10 45.00$    450.00$                  60 27,000.00$                27,000.00$                         27,000.00$                              

  Deep Water Training 10 55.00$    550.00$                  60 33,000.00$                33,000.00$                         33,000.00$                              

  Water walking programs 15 35.00$    525.00$                  48 25,200.00$                25,200.00$                         25,200.00$                              

  Total body exercise (Core Fit) 20 0.3 79.00$    1,580.00$              24 37,920.00$                11,376.00$                         11,376.00$                              

  Mind/Body Flex. Ai Chi 1 55.00$    55.00$                    40 2,200.00$                   2,200.00$                           2,200.00$                                 

  Ai Chi Baby class 8 45.00$    360.00$                  16 5,760.00$                   5,760.00$                           5,760.00$                                 

  Adult Boot Camp 15 0.3 195.00$  2,925.00$              15 43,875.00$                13,162.50$                         13,162.50$                              

  Youth Boot Camp 15 0.3 165.00$  2,475.00$              8 19,800.00$                5,940.00$                           5,940.00$                                 

  Aquatic for Speical Needs 15 85.00$    1,275.00$              16 20,400.00$                20,400.00$                         20,400.00$                              

  FLOW   Obesity (Flex Lifestyle Wtr) 8 45.00$    360.00$                  14 5,040.00$                   5,040.00$                           5,040.00$                                 

  FLOW Chronic Pain 8 45.00$    360.00$                  24 8,640.00$                   8,640.00$                           8,640.00$                                 

  FLOW  Arthritis 8 45.00$    360.00$                  24 8,640.00$                   8,640.00$                           8,640.00$                                 

  Water Rescue 10 320.00$  3,200.00$              6 19,200.00$                19,200.00$                         19,200.00$                              

  SCUBA 8 0.3 450.00$  3,600.00$              12 43,200.00$                12,960.00$                         12,960.00$                              

  Community Night Games 60 75.00$    4,500.00$              6 27,000.00$                27,000.00$                         27,000.00$                              

  Aquatic Rehabilitiation 300.00$  -$                        320 96,000.00$                96,000.00$                         96,000.00$                              

      Sub-total less Rehab target x 238,118.50$                      

Total Wellness Programs 435,475.00$              334,118.50$                      334,118.50$                            

1,789,202.17$                   1,969,382.17$                        
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Option A:  Revenue Driver 60% Average 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Aquatic and Fitness Center Units/Av Class Mult/ Price FQ/HR Gross Rev Net Rev Revenue Driver %

Operations and Maintenance Revenues NPR Not incl Fixed Cost Less Variable Cost Option C

Membership: Year-Round 655                       Daily Passes are calculated seperately 40%

AdultDaily Pass 1815 18% 10.00$    12 18,147.02$                18,147.02$                         7,258.81$                                 

Adult Monthly  Pay Plan 39 6% 45.00$    12 21,228.47$                21,228.47$                         8,491.39$                                 

Adult Annual Pass 79 12% 395.00$  1 31,056.47$                31,056.47$                         12,422.59$                              

Adult 15 Punch Pass P&W 52 8% 55.00$    12 34,594.55$                34,594.55$                         13,837.82$                              

Adult 30 PunchPass P&W 26 4% 85.00$    6 13,366.08$                13,366.08$                         5,346.43$                                 

Youth/Teen 5-12 Daily 865 11% 8.00$      12 6,918.91$                   6,918.91$                           2,767.56$                                 

Youth/Teen Monthly Pay Plan 33 5% 35.00$    12 13,759.20$                13,759.20$                         5,503.68$                                 

Youth/Teen  5-12 Annual 39 6% 320.00$  1 12,579.84$                12,579.84$                         5,031.93$                                 

Youth/Teen 15 Punch 79 12% 45.00$    12 42,456.95$                42,456.95$                         16,982.78$                              

Youth/Teen 30 Punch 20 3% 75.00$    6 8,845.20$                   8,845.20$                           3,538.08$                                 

Family Plan *4 Monthly 52 8% 95.00$    12 59,754.22$                59,754.22$                         23,901.69$                              

Family Plan *4 Annual 39 6% 975.00$  1 38,329.19$                38,329.19$                         15,331.68$                              

Senior Citizen  Daily 479 14% 6.00$      12 2,874.00$                   2,874.00$                           1,149.60$                                 

Senior Citizen Monthly Pay Plan 52 8% 20.00$    12 12,579.84$                12,579.84$                         5,031.93$                                 

Senior Citizen Annual 33 5% 195.00$  1 6,388.20$                   6,388.20$                           2,555.28$                                 

Senior Citizen 15 Punch 46 7% 25.00$    12 13,759.20$                13,759.20$                         5,503.68$                                 

Senior Citizen 30 Punch 66 10% 40.00$    6 15,724.80$                15,724.80$                         6,289.92$                                 

     Total YR annual membership 655 100% 352,362.12$              352,362.12$                      140,944.85$                            

Summer Only Membership 100%

 Resident 816 21,932.58$                         21,932.58$                              

Non-resident 436 9,399.68$                           9,399.68$                                 

Summer Only Individual Walk -$                                           

Resident 45 4,949.70$                           4,949.70$                                 

Non-Resident 30 2,121.30$                           2,121.30$                                 

Summer Camp Programs 1 -$                                     -$                                           

Summer Community Programs 1 19,083.58$                         19,083.58$                              

Learn To Swim Summer Prog 1 19,025.00$                         19,025.00$                              

Total Summer Only Members 1327 76,511.83$                         76,511.83$                              

Water Rental:  Min Rent 50%

  Short Course Lane (8.5x75) 1 1 12.00$    12.00$                    260 3,120.00$                   3,120.00$                           1,560.00$                                 

  Long Course Lane (8.5 x164) 1 1 25.00$    25.00$                    220 5,500.00$                   5,500.00$                           2,750.00$                                 

  Long Course (Full Pool) 8 1 4 15.00$    480.00$                  200 96,000.00$                96,000.00$                         48,000.00$                              

  Short Course (Half Pool) 8 1 2 10.00$    160.00$                  320 51,200.00$                51,200.00$                         25,600.00$                              

  Misc Rental (Quarter Pool) 4 1 1 12.00$    48.00$                    100 4,800.00$                   4,800.00$                           2,400.00$                                 

  Special Purpose Pool-Full 1 2 240.00$  30 7,200.00$                   7,200.00$                           3,600.00$                                 

  Special Purpose Pool-half 1 1 160.00$  68 10,880.00$                10,880.00$                         5,440.00$                                 

  Aquatic Pool Parties (10 @ 2 Hr) 20 165$      8.00$      160.00$                  20 6,500.00$                   6,500.00$                           3,250.00$                                 

1218 185,200.00$              185,200.00$                      92,600.00$                              

Competitive Programs 50%

Senior Swim Membership 125 125.00$  12 187,500.00$              187,500.00$                      93,750.00$                              

Evening Age Group 3 Day 85 115.00$  2 19,550.00$                19,550.00$                         9,775.00$                                 

Evening Age Group 2 Day 65 110.00$  2 14,300.00$                14,300.00$                         7,150.00$                                 

Development Group 55 95.00$    2 10,450.00$                10,450.00$                         5,225.00$                                 

 Water Polo Club 50 135.00$  6 40,500.00$                40,500.00$                         20,250.00$                              

  Masters Swimming Program 60 55.00$    12 39,600.00$                39,600.00$                         19,800.00$                              

  Swim Clinics 30 65.00$    1,950.00$              4 7,800.00$                   7,800.00$                           3,900.00$                                 

  Private Stroke Training 1 95.00$    85.00$                    80 6,800.00$                   6,800.00$                           3,400.00$                                 

  Sports Performance 10 135.00$  1,350.00$              4 5,400.00$                   5,400.00$                           2,700.00$                                 

  Swim Event Revenue 11,400.00$            17 193,800.00$              193,800.00$                      96,900.00$                              

  Misc Event Revenue 4,400.00$              17 74,800.00$                74,800.00$                         37,400.00$                              

  Sponsorship 1 10% 193,800.00$         19,380.00$                19,380.00$                         9,690.00$                                 

  Fundraising Activities 2 15000 30,000.00$                30,000.00$                         15,000.00$                              

649,880.00$              649,880.00$                      324,940.00$                            
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Learn to Swim: 50%

  Private Lessons 1 0.6 115.00$  115.00$                  220 25,300.00$                7,590.00$                           12,650.00$                              

  Semi-Private Lessons 4 0.6 85.00$    340.00$                  160 54,400.00$                16,320.00$                         27,200.00$                              

  Group Lessons 10 0.6 80.00$    800.00$                  165 132,000.00$              39,600.00$                         66,000.00$                              

  Advanced LTS 15 0.4 65.00$    975.00$                  140 136,500.00$              27,300.00$                         68,250.00$                              

  Parent and Me LTS 10 1 65.00$    650.00$                  50 32,500.00$                16,250.00$                         16,250.00$                              

  Adult LTS 8 0.6 85.00$    680.00$                  50 34,000.00$                10,200.00$                         17,000.00$                              

  Special Needs/DD 1 1 115.00$  115.00$                  40 4,600.00$                   2,300.00$                           2,300.00$                                 

       Average Unit Price 87.14$    825.00 419,300.00$              119,560.00$                      209,650.00$                            

Programming Revenue-Wellness: 40%

  Water Aerobics 15 35.00$    525.00$                  24 12,600.00$                12,600.00$                         5,040.00$                                 

  High Impact Water Aerobics 10 45.00$    450.00$                  60 27,000.00$                27,000.00$                         10,800.00$                              

  Deep Water Training 10 55.00$    550.00$                  60 33,000.00$                33,000.00$                         13,200.00$                              

  Water walking programs 15 35.00$    525.00$                  48 25,200.00$                25,200.00$                         10,080.00$                              

  Total body exercise (Core Fit) 20 0.3 79.00$    1,580.00$              24 37,920.00$                11,376.00$                         4,550.40$                                 

  Mind/Body Flex. Ai Chi 1 55.00$    55.00$                    40 2,200.00$                   2,200.00$                           880.00$                                    

  Ai Chi Baby class 8 45.00$    360.00$                  16 5,760.00$                   5,760.00$                           2,304.00$                                 

  Adult Boot Camp 15 0.3 195.00$  2,925.00$              15 43,875.00$                13,162.50$                         5,265.00$                                 

  Youth Boot Camp 15 0.3 165.00$  2,475.00$              8 19,800.00$                5,940.00$                           2,376.00$                                 

  Aquatic for Speical Needs 15 85.00$    1,275.00$              16 20,400.00$                20,400.00$                         8,160.00$                                 

  FLOW   Obesity (Flex Lifestyle Wtr) 8 45.00$    360.00$                  14 5,040.00$                   5,040.00$                           2,016.00$                                 

  FLOW Chronic Pain 8 45.00$    360.00$                  24 8,640.00$                   8,640.00$                           3,456.00$                                 

  FLOW  Arthritis 8 45.00$    360.00$                  24 8,640.00$                   8,640.00$                           3,456.00$                                 

  Water Rescue 10 320.00$  3,200.00$              6 19,200.00$                19,200.00$                         7,680.00$                                 

  SCUBA 8 0.3 450.00$  3,600.00$              12 43,200.00$                12,960.00$                         5,184.00$                                 

  Community Night Games 60 75.00$    4,500.00$              6 27,000.00$                27,000.00$                         10,800.00$                              

  Aquatic Rehabilitiation 300.00$  -$                        320 96,000.00$                96,000.00$                         38,400.00$                              

      Sub-total less Rehab target x 238,118.50$                      

Total Wellness Programs 435,475.00$              334,118.50$                      133,647.40$                            

1,641,120.62$                   901,782.25$                            
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Option B: Revenue Driver 70% 

 

 

Aquatic and Fitness Center Units/Av Class Mult/ Price FQ/HR Gross Rev Net Rev Revenue Driver %

Operations and Maintenance Revenues NPR Not incl Fixed Cost Less Variable Cost Option B

Membership: Year-Round 655                       Daily Passes are calculated seperately 70%

AdultDaily Pass 1815 18% 10.00$    12 18,147.02$                18,147.02$                         12,702.92$                              

Adult Monthly  Pay Plan 39 6% 45.00$    12 21,228.47$                21,228.47$                         14,859.93$                              

Adult Annual Pass 79 12% 395.00$  1 31,056.47$                31,056.47$                         21,739.53$                              

Adult 15 Punch Pass P&W 52 8% 55.00$    12 34,594.55$                34,594.55$                         24,216.18$                              

Adult 30 PunchPass P&W 26 4% 85.00$    6 13,366.08$                13,366.08$                         9,356.25$                                 

Youth/Teen 5-12 Daily 865 11% 8.00$      12 6,918.91$                   6,918.91$                           4,843.24$                                 

Youth/Teen Monthly Pay Plan 33 5% 35.00$    12 13,759.20$                13,759.20$                         9,631.44$                                 

Youth/Teen  5-12 Annual 39 6% 320.00$  1 12,579.84$                12,579.84$                         8,805.89$                                 

Youth/Teen 15 Punch 79 12% 45.00$    12 42,456.95$                42,456.95$                         29,719.86$                              

Youth/Teen 30 Punch 20 3% 75.00$    6 8,845.20$                   8,845.20$                           6,191.64$                                 

Family Plan *4 Monthly 52 8% 95.00$    12 59,754.22$                59,754.22$                         41,827.96$                              

Family Plan *4 Annual 39 6% 975.00$  1 38,329.19$                38,329.19$                         26,830.43$                              

Senior Citizen  Daily 479 14% 6.00$      12 2,874.00$                   2,874.00$                           2,011.80$                                 

Senior Citizen Monthly Pay Plan 52 8% 20.00$    12 12,579.84$                12,579.84$                         8,805.89$                                 

Senior Citizen Annual 33 5% 195.00$  1 6,388.20$                   6,388.20$                           4,471.74$                                 

Senior Citizen 15 Punch 46 7% 25.00$    12 13,759.20$                13,759.20$                         9,631.44$                                 

Senior Citizen 30 Punch 66 10% 40.00$    6 15,724.80$                15,724.80$                         11,007.36$                              

     Total YR annual membership 655 100% 352,362.12$              352,362.12$                      246,653.48$                            

Summer Only Membership 100%

 Resident 816 21,932.58$                         21,932.58$                              

Non-resident 436 9,399.68$                           9,399.68$                                 

Summer Only Individual Walk -$                                           

Resident 45 4,949.70$                           4,949.70$                                 

Non-Resident 30 2,121.30$                           2,121.30$                                 

Summer Camp Programs 1 -$                                     -$                                           

Summer Community Programs 1 19,083.58$                         19,083.58$                              

Learn To Swim Summer Prog 1 19,025.00$                         19,025.00$                              

Total Summer Only Members 1327 76,511.83$                         76,511.83$                              

Water Rental:  Min Rent 30%

  Short Course Lane (8.5x75) 1 1 12.00$    12.00$                    260 3,120.00$                   3,120.00$                           936.00$                                    

  Long Course Lane (8.5 x164) 0 1 25.00$    -$                        220 -$                             -$                                     -$                                           

  Long Course (Full Pool) 8 0 4 15.00$    480.00$                  200 96,000.00$                96,000.00$                         28,800.00$                              

  Short Course (Half Pool) 8 1 2 10.00$    160.00$                  320 51,200.00$                51,200.00$                         15,360.00$                              

  Misc Rental (Quarter Pool) 4 1 1 12.00$    48.00$                    100 4,800.00$                   4,800.00$                           1,440.00$                                 

  Special Purpose Pool-Full 1 2 240.00$  30 7,200.00$                   7,200.00$                           2,160.00$                                 

  Special Purpose Pool-half 1 1 160.00$  68 10,880.00$                10,880.00$                         3,264.00$                                 

  Aquatic Pool Parties (10 @ 2 Hr) 20 165$      8.00$      160.00$                  20 6,500.00$                   6,500.00$                           1,950.00$                                 

1218 179,700.00$              179,700.00$                      53,910.00$                              

Competitive Programs 25%

Senior Swim Membership 125 125.00$  12 187,500.00$              187,500.00$                      46,875.00$                              

Evening Age Group 3 Day 85 115.00$  2 19,550.00$                19,550.00$                         4,887.50$                                 

Evening Age Group 2 Day 65 110.00$  2 14,300.00$                14,300.00$                         3,575.00$                                 

Development Group 55 95.00$    2 10,450.00$                10,450.00$                         2,612.50$                                 

 Water Polo Club 50 135.00$  6 40,500.00$                40,500.00$                         10,125.00$                              

  Masters Swimming Program 60 55.00$    12 39,600.00$                39,600.00$                         9,900.00$                                 

  Swim Clinics 30 65.00$    1,950.00$              4 7,800.00$                   7,800.00$                           1,950.00$                                 

  Private Stroke Training 1 95.00$    85.00$                    80 6,800.00$                   6,800.00$                           1,700.00$                                 

  Sports Performance 10 135.00$  1,350.00$              4 5,400.00$                   5,400.00$                           1,350.00$                                 

  Swim Event Revenue 11,400.00$            17 193,800.00$              193,800.00$                      48,450.00$                              

  Misc Event Revenue 4,400.00$              17 74,800.00$                74,800.00$                         18,700.00$                              

  Sponsorship 1 10% 193,800.00$         19,380.00$                19,380.00$                         4,845.00$                                 

  Fundraising Activities 2 15000 30,000.00$                30,000.00$                         7,500.00$                                 

649,880.00$              649,880.00$                      162,470.00$                            
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Learn to Swim: 80%

  Private Lessons 1 0.6 115.00$  115.00$                  220 25,300.00$                12,144.00$                         20,240.00$                              

  Semi-Private Lessons 4 0.6 85.00$    340.00$                  160 54,400.00$                26,112.00$                         43,520.00$                              

  Group Lessons 10 0.6 80.00$    800.00$                  165 132,000.00$              63,360.00$                         105,600.00$                            

  Advanced LTS 15 0.4 65.00$    975.00$                  140 136,500.00$              43,680.00$                         109,200.00$                            

  Parent and Me LTS 10 1 65.00$    650.00$                  50 32,500.00$                26,000.00$                         26,000.00$                              

  Adult LTS 8 0.6 85.00$    680.00$                  50 34,000.00$                16,320.00$                         27,200.00$                              

  Special Needs/DD 1 1 115.00$  115.00$                  40 4,600.00$                   3,680.00$                           3,680.00$                                 

       Average Unit Price 87.14$    825.00 419,300.00$              191,296.00$                      335,440.00$                            

Programming Revenue-Wellness: 70%

  Water Aerobics 15 35.00$    525.00$                  24 12,600.00$                12,600.00$                         8,820.00$                                 

  High Impact Water Aerobics 10 45.00$    450.00$                  60 27,000.00$                27,000.00$                         18,900.00$                              

  Deep Water Training 10 55.00$    550.00$                  60 33,000.00$                33,000.00$                         23,100.00$                              

  Water walking programs 15 35.00$    525.00$                  48 25,200.00$                25,200.00$                         17,640.00$                              

  Total body exercise (Core Fit) 20 0.3 79.00$    1,580.00$              24 37,920.00$                11,376.00$                         7,963.20$                                 

  Mind/Body Flex. Ai Chi 1 55.00$    55.00$                    40 2,200.00$                   2,200.00$                           1,540.00$                                 

  Ai Chi Baby class 8 45.00$    360.00$                  16 5,760.00$                   5,760.00$                           4,032.00$                                 

  Adult Boot Camp 15 0.3 195.00$  2,925.00$              15 43,875.00$                13,162.50$                         9,213.75$                                 

  Youth Boot Camp 15 0.3 165.00$  2,475.00$              8 19,800.00$                5,940.00$                           4,158.00$                                 

  Aquatic for Speical Needs 15 85.00$    1,275.00$              16 20,400.00$                20,400.00$                         14,280.00$                              

  FLOW   Obesity (Flex Lifestyle Wtr) 8 45.00$    360.00$                  14 5,040.00$                   5,040.00$                           3,528.00$                                 

  FLOW Chronic Pain 8 45.00$    360.00$                  24 8,640.00$                   8,640.00$                           6,048.00$                                 

  FLOW  Arthritis 8 45.00$    360.00$                  24 8,640.00$                   8,640.00$                           6,048.00$                                 

  Water Rescue 10 320.00$  3,200.00$              6 19,200.00$                19,200.00$                         13,440.00$                              

  SCUBA 8 0.3 450.00$  3,600.00$              12 43,200.00$                12,960.00$                         9,072.00$                                 

  Community Night Games 60 75.00$    4,500.00$              6 27,000.00$                27,000.00$                         18,900.00$                              

  Aquatic Rehabilitiation 300.00$  -$                        320 96,000.00$                96,000.00$                         67,200.00$                              

      Sub-total less Rehab target x 238,118.50$                      

Total Wellness Programs 435,475.00$              334,118.50$                      233,882.95$                            

1,707,356.62$                   1,032,356.43$                        
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Option C:  80% Revenue Driver 
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Five Year Pro Forma 

 

Option A: Repair existing pool and cover for year-round use and open air summer use. 

 
 

 

• Contractual Services include fixed expenses that are not directly tied to programming 

requirements and are calculated at the different operating growth levels (85%-90% and 

100% respectfully to stabilized year 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PRO FORMA OPTION A

stabilized

Category current Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Estimated Percent Capacity

Summer Only 65% 85% 100% 102% 104%

Revenues

    Membership $38,400.00 141,346.84$          184,838.18$           217,456.68$              221,805.81$          226,154.94$           

    Water Rentals $1,850.00 60,190.00$            78,710.00$             92,600.00$                 94,452.00$            96,304.00$             

    Program-Wellness  $16,365.00 86,870.81$            113,600.29$           133,647.40$              136,320.35$          138,993.30$           

    Learn to Swim $19,025.00 136,272.50$          178,202.50$           209,650.00$              213,843.00$          218,036.00$           

    Competitive Programs -$                   211,211.00$          276,199.00$           324,940.00$              331,438.80$          337,937.60$           

110% 120% 130% 102% 104%

Summer Programming 83,204.00$            90,768.00$             117,998.40$              120,358.37$          122,718.34$           

                  Total Revenues $75,640.00 635,891.15$          831,549.97$           978,294.08$              997,859.96$          1,017,425.84$       

estimated expense % growth

75% 90% 100% 102% 104%

Operating Expenses

    Staffing $79,774.06 328,434.75$          394,121.70$           437,913.00$              446,671.26$          455,604.69$           

    Variable Cost of LTS -$                   135,135.00$          162,162.00$           180,180.00$              183,783.60$          187,459.27$           

    Variable Cost of Prog. -$                   76,017.38$            91,220.85$             101,356.50$              103,383.63$          105,451.30$           

    Outside Water Rental -$                   -$                         -$                          -$                             -$                         -$                          

    Commodities $6,577.92 46,212.00$            55,454.40$             61,616.00$                 62,848.32$            64,105.29$             

90% 95% 100% 102% 104%

    Contractual Services $38,777.61 185,528.52$          195,835.66$           206,142.80$              189,239.09$          192,949.66$           

                   Total Expenses $125,129.59 771,327.65$          898,794.61$           987,208.30$              985,925.90$          1,005,570.21$       

Operating Profit/Loss (49,489.59)$     (135,436.49)$        (67,244.64)$           (8,914.22)$                 11,934.06$            11,855.63$             

Profit/Loss less reserve (208,369.83)$        (140,177.98)$         (81,847.56)$               (60,999.28)$           (61,077.70)$           
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Option B: Description:  Conversion into a 2 pool complex and covered for year-round use and 

open air summer use 

 

 

• Contractual Services include fixed expenses that are not directly tied to programming 

requirements and are calculated at the different operating growth levels (85%-90% and 

100% respectfully to stabilized year 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PRO FORMA OPTION B

stabilized

Category current Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Estimated Percent Capacity

Summer Only 65% 85% 100% 102% 104%

Revenues

    Membership $38,400.00 210,057.45$          274,690.52$           323,165.31$              329,628.62$          336,091.92$           

    Water Rentals $1,850.00 35,041.50$            45,823.50$             53,910.00$                 54,988.20$            56,066.40$             

    Program-Wellness  $16,365.00 152,023.92$          198,800.51$           233,882.95$              238,560.61$          243,238.27$           

    Learn to Swim $19,025.00 218,036.00$          285,124.00$           335,440.00$              342,148.80$          348,857.60$           

    Competitive Programs -$                   105,605.50$          138,099.50$           162,470.00$              165,719.40$          168,968.80$           

110% 120% 130% 102% 104%

Summer Programming 83,204.00$            90,768.00$             117,998.40$              120,358.37$          122,718.34$           

                  Total Revenues $75,640.00 720,764.37$          942,538.02$           1,108,868.26$           1,131,045.63$      1,153,222.99$       

estimated expense % growth

75% 90% 100% 102% 104%

Operating Expenses

    Staffing $79,774.06 362,501.62$          435,001.94$           483,335.49$              493,002.20$          502,862.25$           

    Variable Cost of LTS -$                   135,135.00$          162,162.00$           180,180.00$              183,783.60$          187,459.27$           

    Variable Cost of Prog. -$                   76,017.38$            91,220.85$             101,356.50$              103,383.63$          105,451.30$           

    Outside Water Rental -$                   -$                         -$                          -$                             -$                         -$                          

    Commodities $6,577.92 46,212.00$            55,454.40$             61,616.00$                 62,848.32$            64,105.29$             

90% 95% 100% 102% 104%

    Contractual Services $38,777.61 185,528.52$          195,835.66$           206,142.80$              189,239.09$          192,949.66$           

                   Total Expenses $125,129.59 805,394.51$          939,674.85$           1,032,630.79$           1,032,256.84$      1,052,827.77$       

Operating Profit/Loss (49,489.59)$     (84,630.14)$           2,863.17$               76,237.47$                 98,788.78$            100,395.22$           

Profit/Loss less reserve (157,563.48)$        (70,070.16)$           3,304.14$                   25,855.45$            27,461.89$             
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Option C: New Pool Replacement: New 50M x 25 yard Pool with separate special needs pool 

covered for year round use and open air summer use. 

 

 
 

 

 Contractual Services include fixed expenses that are not directly tied to programming 

requirements and are calculated at the different operating growth levels (85%-90% and 100% 

respectfully to stabilized year 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PRO FORMA OPTION C

stabilized

Category current Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Estimated Percent Capacity

Summer Only 65% 85% 100% 102% 104%

Revenues

    Membership $38,400.00 232,960.99$          304,641.30$           358,401.52$              365,569.55$          372,737.59$           

    Water Rentals $1,850.00 78,247.00$            102,323.00$           120,380.00$              122,787.60$          125,195.20$           

    Program-Wellness  $16,365.00 173,741.62$          227,200.58$           267,294.80$              272,640.70$          277,986.59$           

    Learn to Swim $19,025.00 218,036.00$          285,124.00$           335,440.00$              342,148.80$          348,857.60$           

    Competitive Programs -$                   274,574.30$          359,058.70$           422,422.00$              430,870.44$          439,318.88$           

110% 120% 130% 102% 104%

Summer Programming 83,204.00$            90,768.00$             117,998.40$              120,358.37$          122,718.34$           

                  Total Revenues $75,640.00 977,559.91$          1,278,347.58$       1,503,938.32$           1,534,017.09$      1,564,095.86$       

estimated expense % growth

75% 90% 100% 102% 104%

Operating Expenses

    Staffing $79,774.06 508,272.37$          609,926.84$           677,696.49$              691,250.42$          705,075.43$           

    Variable Cost of LTS -$                   135,135.00$          162,162.00$           180,180.00$              183,783.60$          187,459.27$           

    Variable Cost of Prog. -$                   76,017.38$            91,220.85$             101,356.50$              103,383.63$          105,451.30$           

    Outside Water Rental -$                   -$                         -$                          -$                             -$                         -$                          

    Commodities $6,577.92 46,212.00$            55,454.40$             61,616.00$                 62,848.32$            64,105.29$             

90% 95% 100% 102% 104%

    Contractual Services $38,777.61 185,528.52$          195,835.66$           206,142.80$              189,239.09$          192,949.66$           

                   Total Expenses $125,129.59 951,165.26$          1,114,599.75$       1,226,991.79$           1,230,505.06$      1,255,040.95$       

Operating Profit/Loss (49,489.59)$     26,394.65$            163,747.82$           276,946.53$              303,512.03$          309,054.90$           

Profit/Loss less reserve (46,538.69)$           90,814.49$             204,013.20$              230,578.69$          236,121.57$           
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Cash Flow Statement 

 

Option A: 

 

 
 

** A maintenance reserve/replacement reserve is strongly recommended to deal with 

future capital costs. For most, this replacement reserve is way too little and in the case 

of schools and municipalities virtually none.  We have calculated separately, and 

strongly recommend a reserve set at 50% depreciation to deal with short term repairs 

and maintenance as well as long term replacement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     CASH FLOW STATEMENT

   Note: 5 Year Cash Flow Statement based on assumptions made on 5 Year Pro Forma worksheet

Cash Flow Statement, Excluding Debt Service

Category Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Beginning Cash -$                              (135,436.49)$        (202,681.14)$        (211,595.36)$         (199,661.30)$          

Total Expenses (771,327.65)$             (898,794.61)$        (987,208.30)$        (985,925.90)$         (1,005,570.21)$       

Total Revenues 635,891.15$               831,549.97$          978,294.08$         997,859.96$           1,017,425.84$        

Ending Cash (135,436.49)$             (202,681.14)$        (211,595.36)$        (199,661.30)$         (187,805.67)$          

Cash Flow Statement, less Maintenance Reserve

Category Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Beginning Cash (62,503.16)$          (56,814.47)$          7,204.64$                92,072.03$              

Total Revenues 635,891.15$               831,549.97$          978,294.08$         997,859.96$           1,017,425.84$        

Total Expenses (771,327.65)$             (898,794.61)$        (987,208.30)$        (985,925.90)$         (1,005,570.21)$       

Maintenance 

Reserve 72,933.33$                 72,933.33$            72,933.33$            72,933.33$             72,933.33$              

Ending Cash (62,503.16)$                (56,814.47)$          7,204.64$              92,072.03$             176,861.00$            
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Option B: 

 

 
** A maintenance reserve/replacement reserve is strongly recommended to deal with 

future capital costs. For most, this replacement reserve is way too little and in the case 

of schools and municipalities virtually none.  We have calculated separately, and 

strongly recommend a reserve set at 50% depreciation to deal with short term repairs 

and maintenance as well as long term replacement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cash Flow Statement, Excluding Debt Service

Category Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Beginning Cash -$                              (84,630.14)$          (81,766.97)$          (5,529.50)$              93,259.28$              

Total Expenses (805,394.51)$             (939,674.85)$        (1,032,630.79)$    (1,032,256.84)$      (1,052,827.77)$       

Total Revenues 720,764.37$               942,538.02$          1,108,868.26$      1,131,045.63$       1,153,222.99$        

Ending Cash (84,630.14)$                (81,766.97)$          (5,529.50)$            93,259.28$             193,654.50$            

Cash Flow Statement, less Maintenance Reserve

Category Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Beginning Cash (11,696.81)$          64,099.69$            213,270.50$           384,992.61$            

Total Revenues 720,764.37$               942,538.02$          1,108,868.26$      1,131,045.63$       1,153,222.99$        

Total Expenses (805,394.51)$             (939,674.85)$        (1,032,630.79)$    (1,032,256.84)$      (1,052,827.77)$       

Maintenance 

Reserve 72,933.33$                 72,933.33$            72,933.33$            72,933.33$             72,933.33$              

Ending Cash (11,696.81)$                64,099.69$            213,270.50$         384,992.61$           558,321.17$            
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Option C: New Pool Replacement 

 

 
 

** A maintenance reserve/replacement reserve is strongly recommended to deal with future 

capital costs. For most, this replacement reserve is way too little and in the case of schools and 

municipalities virtually none.  We have calculated separately, and strongly recommend a 

reserve set at 50% depreciation to deal with short term repairs and maintenance as well as long 

term replacement. 
 

 

 

 

                     CASH FLOW STATEMENT

   Note: 5 Year Cash Flow Statement based on assumptions made on 5 Year Pro Forma worksheet

Cash Flow Statement, Excluding Debt Service

Category Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Beginning Cash -$                              26,394.65$            190,142.47$         467,089.00$           770,601.03$            

Total Expenses (951,165.26)$             (1,114,599.75)$    (1,226,991.79)$    (1,230,505.06)$      (1,255,040.95)$       

Total Revenues 977,559.91$               1,278,347.58$      1,503,938.32$      1,534,017.09$       1,564,095.86$        

Ending Cash 26,394.65$                 190,142.47$          467,089.00$         770,601.03$           1,079,655.93$        

Cash Flow Statement, less Maintenance Reserve

Category Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Beginning Cash 99,327.98$            336,009.14$         685,889.00$           1,062,334.36$        

Total Revenues 977,559.91$               1,278,347.58$      1,503,938.32$      1,534,017.09$       1,564,095.86$        

Total Expenses (951,165.26)$             (1,114,599.75)$    (1,226,991.79)$    (1,230,505.06)$      (1,255,040.95)$       

Maintenance 

Reserve 72,933.33$                 72,933.33$            72,933.33$            72,933.33$             72,933.33$              

Ending Cash 99,327.98$                 336,009.14$          685,889.00$         1,062,334.36$       1,444,322.60$        
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Section XI-Conclusion 
The Canton, Mills Pond Pool is currently going through several important renovations and repairs 

to keep this valuable asset open for summer use.  Its outdated design remains an obstacle to 

financial viability as it is not equipped to handle a diversified balance of supporting programming 

and concurrent recreational use.  Municipal pools of this age are quickly becoming costly to 

maintain and the facility is near to its expected life expectancy.  Ultimately the topic of a total 

renovation or replacement will need to be broached and its Mythic Sports hope that this report 

has given some directions on options, programs and pricing structure for the future to make it a 

successful community asset. 

 

One of the opportunities that arise from embarking on a new/renovated modern pool project is 

the ability to reevaluate user fees, offerings and community needs to develop a more varied 

business strategy to support the aquatic center mostly from user fees. 

 

This report attempted to look at options as they impact supporting user fees, program impact, 

summer use impact and possible year-round use.  Dividing the existing pool into two separate 

bodies of water with varying temperature, access and depth is the most programmatic and 

economic viable option for the municipality in the future.  Enclosing the two pool complex to 

allow for year-round community access to aquatic health and wellness programs, training, 

education and recreational use and can support approximately 52% of capital construction cost 

and 100% of the operations and maintenance cost. The result of this renovation would be an 

increase in the Parks and recreation subsidy of approximately $18,850 to offer appreciated year-

round health and wellness fitness, wellness and safety programming to all citizens of the 

community young and seasoned.  

 

Seasonal outdoor pools are weather dependent, and user schedule dependent (school/work 

schedules) so heating the existing pool to extend its season isn’t a reasonable option as O & M 

costs will be high as compared to low user base. It is also hard to staff later in the season. 

 

Canton may not be a large municipality but is surrounded by a large diverse population and 

though it’s not the goal of the municipality to support non-residents, these non-residents can 

help support the community project either by taking advantage of expertly developed and 

administered programs and/or enjoying a newer community aquatic asset that serves their needs 

and their family’s needs best.  Also developing a reasonably priced pavilion option for enclosing 

the facility for year-round use and allowing for open air summer use would make the 

environment distinctive and enjoyable, helping attract new summer members and allowing for 

more operational opened days for service. 
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The operational pro forma is a “Dashboard” for success and can be modified to look at different 

operational tenants, user needs and risk assessment by adding and deleting programs and 

services as well as modifying user percentages.  The “excel” pro forma is delivered with this 

report, open to the parks and recreation director to make such changes as need be.  

 

It doesn’t take a large community to properly operate and maintain a well-resourced municipal 

pool. It requires suitable planning and design to allow for multiple program execution as well as 

aptly developed programs, services, local use activation and marketing.   

 

Covering the existing pool, as is, does not satisfy the programming needs to cover the overall 

expense, nearly doubling the operating loss including capital construction costs because of its 

inability to satisfy program needs.   

 

 
 

Modifying the current pool into two distinct operational environments does satisfy the needed 

financial return to justify the year-round use of the facility, contributing to the capital costs of 

construction.  Coupled with a well-executed program plan and partnering with other community 

resources such as community senior citizen organizations, senior care facilities, school programs 

and medical institutions increase the likelihood of success.  
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Replacing the existing pool with a regulation 50M competitive pool, in our opinion, is not a viable 

option for inclusion as the primary objective is not economic impact by increased visitation to the 

surrounding area.  Though competitive events can generate substantial income to the host and 

possibly generate a small operational profit, impact to the surrounding area by increased use and 

visitation can be a limiting factor as well as parking and traffic impact.  Another risk to the 

competition pool is that the local clubs in the area will not pay the needed rent for the facility. 

 

Competitive programs by themselves do not outweigh the daily programmatic use for community 

health and wellness services which is why the separate wellness pool would be required.  Some 

of the reasons why the competitive facility track well financially is that the capital construction 

cost of the building presented in this report do not exponentially grow, operational costs are 

subtly different and replacing the existing 6 lane 50M pool with a competition 8 lane 50M pool is 

approximately the same cost.   

 

 
Option B and C both show similar overall attributes however there is increased risk to developing 

the larger facility in overall maintenance needs, user financial backing and appropriateness of 

facility for the community as a whole.  Based on the overall design of Option B and the varied 

uses and uniqueness as compared to other facilities, it is our opinion that this option has less risk 

of meeting its stated objectives.  
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